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Art. I. Catholic Missions in Tongking7 Translated and abridged

from the Noitvelles Lcttrcs Edifantes.

The first preachers were Jesuits, who were afterwards driven out

by the king. During lliis interval, Frencli missionaries from the

Seminaire dcs Missions Etranghres, came to continue the work

which the Jesuits hail been obliged to break off. Deydier, the first

missionary of this body, arrived in 1666, four years after the expul-

sion of the Jesuits. He labored with great success in propagating

the faith, and in taking care of the numerous converts. His attention

was particularly turned to the instruction of the most zealous of the

catechists, with a view to preparing them for the priesthood. The

first French missionaries, being few in number and having abundance

of work, invited the Spanish Dominicans of Manila to'coiire to their

help. The Jesuits also returned in 1(569.

The kingdom was divided into two apostolic vicarships, the western

e.xtending from the great river to Cochinchina and Laos; the eastern,

from the same river to China. The Spanish Dominicans had the care

of the eastern vicarship, where they had many European missionaries

and native priests. The French occupied the western vicarship.

The Jesuits continued to labor in the districts which they had alrea-

dy formed on both sides of the river, under the jurisdiction of their

own apostolic vicars.

In 1776, the number of Christians was estimated at three Imndred

thousand. The population of the kingdom at the same period was

supposed to be six millions. Tlic western vicarship cunlaiiicd, in
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1820, nearly two hundred thousand Christians; of the number in the

eastern division we find no estimate given. The French had at this

time a bishop who was apostolic vicar, another bishop his coadjutor,

two missionaries from France, and more than eighty native priests.

The number of French missionaries has at no time exceeded ten,

including bishops. The western vicarship is divided into thirty-

eight districts or parishes. The smaller ones are three or four leagues

in extent, but most of them are much larger, and several are fifty or

sixty leagues in length. Of these districts, some have three or four

thousand Christians, many have from five to six thousand, and others

have more than eight thousand. The European missionaries on

account of their small number cannot confine themselves to a single

district. Some are occupied in teaching the Latin language and

theology to those natives who are intended for the priesthood
;
others

go from place to place, visiting the different districts intrusted to

native priests in order to direct them in the exercise of the sacred

ministry, to maintain good order in their residences, and to inspire

the youth who are in training for the service of the mission with the

love of piety and virtue. They also visit the principal congregations

of each district, where they preach and administer the sacraments.

Although the people have much confidence in the native priests, they

have far greater in European priests: consequently, they come together

ill crowds from all quarters to apply for the sacraments, afld where-

ever Europeans go they find themselves burdened with labors great-

er than they can sustain. Each district is in the charge of priests

of the country. Most of the districts have two of these priests, one

discharging the duties of a rector, the other those of a vicar, who are

changed from time to time, and removed to other districts, for the

purpose of maintaining among them that spirit of poverty, and that

freedom from worldly attachments, so necessary for missionaries.

In order that they may devote themselves wholly to their ministry,

without anxiety for the future, it is a rule that when a priest can no

longer work he may live in his old district with his successor, who is

to take care of him. The priests not being sufficient for so large a

number of Christians and districts so extended, have catechists to as-

sist them. There are about four hundred of them. Their duties are, to

wait upon the priest in the administration of the sacraments, to visit

the districts and instruct the converts, to preach Christianity to the

pagans, and to prepare them for baptism when they are willing to

embrace the religion of Christ. No one can become a catechist till

he has passed the age of twenly-five Besides good morals and zeal,
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they must, before being received, recite to the bishop or one of liis

vicars, the book containing the instructions necessary to qualify them

to teacli the Christians, and to publish the gospe{> to unbelievers.

Those catechists who distinguish themselves by their piety and their

good behavior, their talents and their zeal, are promoted to the

priesthood, and Ibrm a part of the company called “ the family of the

Lord,”— a name given to ail attached to the service of the mission.

There are in this number, eleven or twelve hundred, who are sup-

ported and provided for with paternal care. They are required to

remain unmarried, but without taking a vow of-celibacy, and whoever

wishes to marry leaves the mission. Some of them belong to the

households of European priests, others live with the native priests, who
have the charge of the districts. Each of the priests has ordinarily

twenty-five or thirty of these young persons under his care, and some

have the training of a large number. They first learn to road their

own language and also the Latin, after which they learn by heart

the book of homilies. They are then employed in the service of the

mission, each one according to his talents. Those who appear to

learn the Latin easily are sent to a college, while the others become

catechists. None are admitted to college till they are at least eigh-

teen years of age. There are two colleges in which the Latin is

taught
;
the principal one is in the southern province, the other is

situated on the confines of Cochinchina; a European has charge of

the former, a priest of Tongking is at the head of the latter; both

having for their coadjutors several catechists acquainted with the

Latin. There are sometimes as many as eighty students in the

larger college, and fifty, in the other; at the present time [1820] the

latter has but fifty and the former forty. Want of funds has occasion-

ed this diminution of the numher of students.

Besides these two colleges for the Latin language, there is a semi-

nary for instructing in theology the catechists who are considered

worthy to be raised to the sacerdotal office
;

this sometimes contains

forty candidates; at present there are but twenty-five, all well recom-

mended for their morality, piety, and zeal. No one is admitted here

commonly before the age of thirty or thirty-two years, because the

Indians are educated slowly and need a large trial. A European

missionary has charge of this institution, and for several years past the

same man has had the care of the seminary and of the larger college,

which have been brought together into the same place and united.

Convinced that Christianity cannot be established in heathen coun-

tries on a, solid basis without a native clergy, the first apostolic vicars
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and llie French missionaries liave direcled ilieir efforts to this im-

portant point. Several popes, to enconrage them, liave declared that

they would rath«*n’ear of the ordination of one Indian pi iest, than; of

the conversion of thousands of pagans. It is in accordance with

these principles and purposes that efforts have always been made in

Tongking, and are now making, to raise up a clergy in the country
;

"Nhut European missionaries are wanting, and not half as much is ac-

complished as might be if the number were greater. May the Lord

send worthy laborers to cooperate in a work so blessed and so im-

portant. There are, besides these priests and catechists, in Tong-

king six or seven hundred nuns, living in thirty-eight or forty nun-

neries, where they support them.selves by the labor of their hands and

by trading in a small way. 'I’hey take vows for a single year only,

after which they renew them if they please.

Having, spoken of the order established in the mission, we proceed

to give some account of the manner of visiting the different congre-

gations. The priest, in making his visits, brings with him several

catechists and two young persons to assist him. Having arrived and

received the welcome of the people, he .ascertains what abuses have

crept in, in order that he may correct them. Then commences the

ordinary routine of duty. The priest spends the first day in prayer,

in spiritual exercises, in receiving the Christians who come to consult

him in regard to their troubles, in settling difficulties, in administer-

ino- baptism, in receiving confessions, and in visiting the sick. A

catechist, with one of the youths, spends the d.ay in visiting the houses

of the Christians, exhorting them to come and be instructed and to

prepare themselves for the reception of the sacraments. At seven or

eight o’clock in the evening the people assemble in the church. The

catechist instructs those who are about to confess in regard to the

state of mind necessary to the faithful performance of this act, and

gives an enumeration of sins in order to facilitate the examination of

the conscience. This instruction finished, the priest goes to the

confessional, where he remains till eleven or twelve o’clock and some-

times later. The catechist, in the meantime, attends prayers with

the whole assembly, and then instructs the .adults while the two young

men teach the children the prayers and the c<atechism. At eleven

or twelve o’clock all retire, and at four in the morning the exercises

commence again. Prayer is attended as in the evening, and then

follows an exhortation from the priest, who afterwards celebr.ates the

mass; after which all return home. Such is the method observed in

visiting the Christian communities. The priest pa.sses from one to
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another, and all receive a visit from him at least once a year To
avoid scandal and all suspicion, the strictest precautions are used with

reference to females. The rules of the mission expressly prohibit

the entrance of women into the houses of the missionaries and priests

under any pretext whatever. For this reason, there is attached to

each of the residences of the priests an exterior apartment, where

females are received, a catechist, or some other person belonging

to the mission, being present as a witness. When private conversa-

tion is desired, the priest attends them at the confessional in the

church. When the priest is obliged to lodge at the houses of any

of the Christians, he has an apartment for himself and his attendants

quite separate from the family, and he always has some one present

when he converses with females. Catechists and other persons of the

mission always go out two by two that they may serve as witnesses

to each other.

And how are all the persons connected with the mission supported 7

The funds are derived chiefly from the fees of masses and from dona-

tions presented by the Christians of Tongking or sent from abroad.

In this way some twelve hundred persons are maintained. The
French missionaries receive from the Seminaire de.s Missions Estran-

gires five hundred francs each per annum. The missionaries expend

afv, little as possible, and by their economy manage to sustain the

mission. The Lord is pleased with this self denial and bestows his

blessing. Since the establishment of the mission, a considerable

number of worthy priests and excellent catechists have been trained

up, who have rendered great services to Christianity.

The Christians of Tongking have been persecuted often and se-

verely. Of the persecution in 1773, we here present some brief

notices. Father Hyacinth Castaneda, a Spanish Dominican, had been

six years connected with the mission. He had first preached the gos-

pel in the province of Fuhkeen in China, on which account he was

imprisoned and sent back to Macao, from which place he came to

Tongking in February, 1770. Vincent Liem, a native priest, was also

of the order of St. Dominic, having been educated at the monastery

of the Dominicans in Manila. Castaneda was apprehended by an

officer, and enclosed in a cage so small that he could scarcely move,

and in this condition he was exposed for several days to the scorching

rays of the sun. The officer designed by this severity to excite the

commiseration of the Christians, and to obtain from them a sum of

money for his release. But all things considered, it was not thought

best to purchase his release, as it would only feed the cupidity of the
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persecutors and furnisli occasion for new exactions, thus subjecting

all the missionaries to the danger of arrest. Xhe officer, provoked

at seeing his liopes frustrated, sent soldiers to. seize other priests.

'I'he men succeeded in apprehending one other missionary, Vincent

Liem a Tongkingese, who was likewise imprisoned in a cage. The
officer, angry because he could not extort money from the Christians

for the deliverance of the two missionaries, laid a complaint before

the king, accusing them of being the leaders of rebellion, and of hav-

ing projected a general revolt throughout the kingdom. The king,

who was young and open to suspicion, was enraged and ordered the

suppo.sed rebel chiefs to be brought before him under double guards.

The two prisoners were consequently brought to the capital, still shut

up in their cages. On their arrival, they were taken out and led to,

the palace. The king interrogated
,
the Spanish missionary thus.

“ Why have you come into my kingdom?” '* I have come,” replied

Castaneda modestly, “ to preach the gospel which tfeaches men the

way of happiness and eternal life.” “ But why,” said the king “do

you not teach the people of your own country?” “ My countrymen,”

answered the prisoner, “ are instructed in Christianity, and know what

they must do to secure eternal life.” Nothing was said during the

examination of revolt or of any plot against the government. But

after a few frivolous questions, the two confessors, were conducted to

the presence of the queen-mother, who inquired of the Tongkingese

father, among other matters, what would be the condition in the

future life of those who should not believe the doctrine which he

taught. Vincent replied, with the boldness of the gospel, that such

could not escape the sulferings of an eternal hell. The queen, who

was stronirly attached to her idols, was irritated by this answer, and

immediately gave orders that the two tnen should be again inclosed

in their cages, and have tlveir feet put jn fetters. They were taken

back to prison, where they continued to preach the gospel with still

more zeal than before. 'Phe king, forthwith pronounced the sen-

tence of death upon them, wrote it withdvis own hand, and sent it to

his council, with orders to have it signed and instantly executed.

Three high officers, two of whom were Chri.stians, perceiving that

the condemnation of the men was built only upon the pretended

crime of rebellion, of which there was no proof, refused to give their

signatures. This courageous act occasioned in the council a dis-

cussion which continued three days. If this did not save the lives

of the accused, it established their innocence of the crime of rebel-

lion, and furnished proof that they were preachers of the Christian

religion as they had thentselves declared.
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“ On the Till ol November, the officers and soldiers, with bared

arms, followed by an immense crowd composed of both Christians

and pagans, repaired to the prison. They took the two cages and

transported them to a large open space outside of the city. The judge

was seated upon his chair of office, which was placed upon an ele-

phant, while the soldiers were ranged around to keep back the multi-

tude. 'riie missionaries are taken out of their cages and seated

upon the ground. Their knees are bound to two stakes. Their

clothes are taken off even to the girdle. Their hair is cut. Men
hold them by the head and by the right shoulder. The sentence is

read, and at a signal given the executioners strike off their heads.

At this instant, the Christians throwing aside all fear and breaking

through the crowd, take up the heads of the two martyrs, dip things

in their blood, bathe the bodies with their tears, and carry these pre-

cious relics to a distant village, where the funeral was celebrated by

the vicar general and two Tongkingese priests with the solemnity

appropriate to so mournful an event.

“ The officer who presided at the execution had retired, but per-

ceiving that the number of his followers was greatly diminished, he

returned to the place of punishment, and observed attentively what

was passing there. He noticed among the Christians, who were

pressing forward to pay their respects to the relics of the martyrs,

rich men, soldiers, and men of rank, three of whom were umbrella

bearers to the king. On his return to the palace he reported to the

king in detail all he had seen. The king was transported with rage,

and issued commands to apprehend all who had manifested such

eagerness to pay honor to the bodies of those whom he regarded as

the enemies of his throne, and to put them in chains and confiscate

their estates. He also published a new edict against the Christian

religion, requiring that search should be made for all priests, whether

Tongkingese or European, and expressing the desire that every one

of them should be put to death within the space of two months. He
also enjoined it upon all Christians to abjure their faith, to pull down
their churches, to deliver up the furniture of the mass, and promised

rewards to those who should discover and surrender to the officers,

the missionaries and the Christians. On the publication of this edict,

the missionaries were obliged to fly and hide themselves. The
churches were demolished. The colleges and schools were deserted.

The officers seized upon everything they could find. Those who
were arrested were not e.xecutcd, but were degraded in rank and re-

quired to pay fines.”
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'I'liiih; you sec,” says the bishop iu closing his letter, “that our

lives are iu danger. Poor in every way, we need to be sustained by^

the prayers of the good and by the special protection of our God.

lie will not forsake us.”*

As supplementary to the preceding, the following extract from a

letter, dated Upper Cochinchina, 3d January 1839, is subjoined. We
copy it from the Friend of India for May 9th.

“ This year, 1838, has been for us a year of calamity and desolation ; and

for Tongking and Upper Cochinchina. one of misery and tribulation. The
sword of persecution has made great havoc in the vineyard of the Lord

;

heaven has been peopled with holy martyrs, but there have been likewise

some apostates, and all together places the Christian religion in these regions

in serious danger. Two Dominican bishops were arrested and beheaded for

their faith last J uly ; three Spanish clergymen of the same order have been

also arrested and beheaded; seven indigenous priests (four of the Dominican

mission, and three of the French,) have been likewise arrested and beheaded

for the faith. All these generous confessors and martyrs have decorated the

church of God, and done honor to the mission, by the courage, firmness, and
'

constancy they exhibited in the midst of their tortures, and by the noble-

mindedness and resignation with which they shed their blood, and gave up

their life for the Christian religion, and the faith of Jesus Christ. Monsieur

Uavard,ofthe diocese of Rennes, bishop of Castoria, and vicar apostolic of

Western Tongking, di(;d last July of sickness, brought on by excess of misery

and fatigue ;
his lordship was only three days ill. 1 have been told that

monsieur Simonin expired during his flight in the mountains, but 1 have not

received anofficial relation of his death. We also have had a furious attack

here in Upper Cochinchina, on account of the dispersion of a small college

we had founded. Monsieur Candal was at the head of the little establisli-

inent, but the people of the district, not having taken sufficient precautions,

nor acted with sufficient prudence, the pagans came to know the whole, and

jn order to obtain money, threatened immediately to give information to the

mandarins ;
but having no hopes of gaining any, they effectually denounced

that this district contained a European priest, an indigenous one, a college,

&c., whereupon a mandarin proceeded thither with 300 soldiers, and the next

morning by daybreak blockaded the village. M. Candal and the indigenous

priest were enabled to flee, and make their escape : and the chiefs of the

place were arrested ;
w'ere put to the cangue ;

were conducted to the head

quarters of the province ;
underwent the interrogatory, but being overcome

by dint of the torments inflicted on them, they had the weakness and misfor-

tune to apostatize. A young elcvc of M. Candal’s, named Dominie Thien,

a lad of eighteen years, was the only one among them that confessed the

' In the year 1798, there was a persecution in Tongking and a part of Cochin-

rhina, and two native priests Ennnanel Trieu and John Dat sullered martyrdom.

In 1811. the number of Christians was supposed to be as great as it had been at

any period. Tr.
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faith; he suffered every sort of torment, and strenuously submitted to mar-

tyrdom. M. Candal having had to undergo a great deal, in order to avoid

the pursuit of the soldiers and pagans, worn out at length with misery and

Jangor, as well as exhausted with hunger, expired on the mountains of Upper

Cochinchina, on the 26th of last July. Monsieur Jaccard was involved in

this business, through the odium and malevolence of a mandarin, and espe-

cially of the king, who has been this long time seeking for a pretext to do

away with him, so that this noble-minded confessor was strangled on the 21st

of last September (St. Matthew’s day), with the lad. Dominie Thien. Mon-

sieur Borio and two Tongkingese priests have been arrested, and have suf-

fered martyrdom ;
the former having been beheaded, and the two latter

strangled for tlie faith, on the 24th November last. U pper Cochinchina is by

no means in peace ;
all there is disturbance and confusion ;

all the clergy,

are dispersed and concealed ; all the nunneries broken up. 1 have lately

heard a melancholy piece of news. A Chinese ve^el was lost in the begin-

ning of December, to the north of Upper Cochinchina ; some persons saw

the ship at sea without her sails, and making no way in any direction ; she

appeared a complete wreck, and all hands seemed to have perished. There

floated on shore staves, planks, boxes containing European articles, viz.^

books, pictures, mitres, episcopal sandals, wine, money, &c. The heathens

have seized a number of the effects, and drank all the wine ; the Christians

have had very little of"anything. I have sent orders to purchase whatever

they can.

“ I subjoin a synopsis of the number that fell victims to this awful per-

secution.

2 Dominican (Italian) bishops, )
3 Dominican priests, . • I i i i i f

4 Indigenous Dominican priests,
n u y as .

3 Indigenous French priests, . J

!• French priest strangled in Cochinchina, Sept. 21st.

1 French beheaded in Tongking, . . Nov. 24th.

1 Cochinchinese student strangled. . Sept. 21st.

2 Tongkingese priests strangled, ,. . Nov. 24th.

Total 17 martyrs. 1 French bishop died of misery. 1 French bi-

shop starved on the mountains. W ell, then, may we exclaim : ‘ But ye are

come unto Mount Sion, and unto, the city of the living God, the heavenly

Jerusalem, .... and to the general assembly and church of the first-born,

who are written in heaven.’ (tleb. xii. 22, 23.)”

voi,. vui. NO. vn 43..
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Art. it. Remarks on the study of the Chinese language, with

the outline of a course proposed for those about commencing

the study. By Philo.

Although the writer of the following article is a junior among those

who are studying this language, still he is encouraged to present his

thoughts on the subject by the consideration suggested in the Repo-

sitory of August 1838, that even a beginner may suggest .some hints,

which may be useful to other.s. The ta.sk is difficult; and the im-

portance of its being accomplished by many persons, and with as

little e.vpense of time and study as practicable, is so great, that he is

unwilling to withhold any aid, which he is capable of giving to those

who are commencing the study. There are various ways in which

the language may be studied; and some will find one way more ad-

vantageous
;
and some, another. The writer will state the course

which he would pursue himself, if he could commence it again.

If about to commence the study of the Chinese language, I would,

in the first place, inquire iohnt use I wished to make of it: or, what

would be practically the same thing, what language I wanted to

acquire; the language of business and common parlance, or the lan-

guage of some profession, as the medical or clerical
;
or the language

of books, alias, the written language. Having determined as defi-

nitely as possible, what I would attempt to do by means of the lan-

guage, I would keep my eye upon this ultimate object, through the

whole course of my studies. I know of nothing in which the advan-

tages of division of labor would be greater, than in acquiring a

knowledge of the Chinese language, and the application of that

knowledge to the purposes for which it is sought. We, foreigners,

commence the study at an age too advanced to allow us to hope that

many of us will ever become masters of the whole language, and of

both the spoken and written forms of it. But if one directs his ener-

gies to the acquisition of that part of the language which is most

needed by the physician and surgeon, and another to that which he

would have need to use in conveying religious instruction, and ano-

ther to the acquisition of ability to read the language, and another

still to learning to write it
;
then we may hope that each will be able

to do something useful in his own department. But to return. If

my object were to acquire the spoken language, to whatever purpose

I might design to apply it, my mode of study would be essentially the
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same. The only variation would be, that I should give more attention

to such words and phrases as belong peculiarly to the profession or

employment, in which 1 expected to be engaged. I proceed, there-

fore, in general terms to point out the cour.'C I would pursue.

1. To acquire the spoken language. 1 would, if practicable, pro-

cure the assistance of some person, who could speak iny own lan-

guage and the Chinese, for two or three weeks. If I could not find

one who could speak them well, I would employ the best I could

find, even though he might be able to make himself understood in

one or both languages only to a very limited extent. I would sit

down with him, pen in hand, and ask him, how I should say “What
is this?” in Chinese; and on his pronouncing the Chinese words, I

would repeat them after him, and bid him pronounce them again and

again, till 1 could pronounce them well myself, and had become fa-

miliar with their sound, after which I would write itdown in Roman
letters. I would then proceed to use the phrase I had learned, and

ask in Chinese the names of things about me, repeating them and w'rif-

mg them as 1 did the first words, “ What is this ?” In this w'ay I

would continue to Irarn new' words and phrases, to repeat and write

them
;
and in the absence of my teacher, 1 would spend as much

time as I could study w'ith advantage, in re\ iewing them. Altera

few days, I would go out with my teacher and try to use the few

words I had leartied, in talking with any Chinese I could meet with,

speaking the same dialect; and if I was not understood, I would try

to ascertain from my teacher, what was the fault in my prononneia-

tion, or mode of speaking.

\fter having putsued tins course two or throe week,, I would

exchange my teacher for as good a Chinese teacher I could ob-

tain, and would prefer one acquainted with no other language. With
him 1 w'ould spend most of rny study hours for five or six months in

conversation, repeating and writintr down all or nearly all new words

and phrases. I would ask him all the manner of questions about

everything I could see, hear, or think of
; and also tell him every-

thing 1 could. I would not be afraid of saying things that w'ould

seem simple, or foolish ; but talk, talk, talk, like the little child, like

whom I am just learning to speak. This is tlie natural way to learn

to speak a langage, and believe me, it is the best w-av.

,\t the end of five or six months spetit in this wav, I should be able

to converse O'.i many subjects in such a way that Chinese could

understand me, and I should be able to understand them to a consi-

derable extent. 1 would, therefore, go abroad more and .spend most
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of my tune for the next six months among the people, obseiving and

nothing down their forms of expression, endeavoring to catch their

tone and manner, and using the knowledge of'the language already

obtained, in conversation with them.

At the commencement of my second year in the study of the lan-

guage, 1 would begin to give some attention to the written language.

It would not be my object to acquire a thorough knowledge of it, but

merely to learn to read Chinese books for the purpose of knowing

what is in them, and being able to quote such passages as I might

afterwards have occasion to use. I would devote about one fourth of

my time for study during the second year, to the written language
;

and the remaining three fourths to conversation, as during the pre-

vious year. 'Phe mode in which I would study the written lan-

guage, I shall have occasion to describe hereafter.

The third year should be spent as the second, except that I would

give a little more attention to the written language, and perhaps even

spend half my time upon it. At the end of the third year, I should

probably be able to speak with ease and tolerable correctness on most

common topics, and to understand the ordinary conversation of the

Chinese. I might then feel that it was time to apply the knowledge

gained to its proper object. I would continue to study the language,

both spoken and written, as time and opportunity would allow.

During these three years, 1 would be on the lookout for such

words and phrases as 'I expected to have occasion to use in my future

intercourse with the people. As soon as I began to read, I would

copy, or have my teacher copy, passages which I might have occasion

to quote, in a book prepared for the purpose
;
and commit them to

memory, with the teacher’s assistance to correct my pronunciation.

I would, if practicable, live among the people from the beginning
;

but if this were not possible, I would spend as many hours as I could

among them daily. I merely mention this here, but it is a matter of

first importance, if one would learn to speak Chinese, that he live

among them, or at least, spend much time in their company.

2. To learn the written language. 1 would spend the first six

months in learning to talk in the way described above, except that

1 might perhaps look at some characters, or learn bow to use a dic-

tionary, by way of diversion. At the end of that time, I should be

able to converse with my teacher sufficiently to ask questions respect-

ing the characters which I wished to learn, and understand his

answers, and his definitions and explanations of words and phrases.

In this wav, 1 shall save myself much of the trouble and vexation
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which I and many others have expeiieiiced, Iroin the ditticiilty oi

understanding what iny teacher said.

I would then take up the radicals, and learn them thoroughly, so

as to be able to write them, and tell their meaning and their number

in the list. One or more of them enters into the composition of every

character in the English dictionaries of the language: and some of

the native dictionaries arc arranged in the order of them, as ours are

in the order of our alphabet. Hence it is obviously important to

have them entirely at one’s command. Some persons would doubt-

less learn them most profitably by sitting down to them alone and

mastering them completely before undertaking anything else
;
but

others would do it better by spending only a part of the day on them,

and a part in some other way. It might be a useful relaxation to

learn how to find words in the dictionary by means of them.

Being thus prepared by learning to converse with a teacher, and to

use the dictionary, I would proceed to try to read. I know of no

book that is well adapted to the wants of' a beginner, and would

therefore spend a part of my time daily in directing my teacher to

write down words and phrases which I had previously learned to use

m speaking, or such as I wished to learn. Another part of the time

I would employ in reading such books as there are. I would take

1. Seaou tsze tih kwo, “ Little boys’ reading lessons.” This book

speaks of things with which even children are familiar, and employs

words which are in common use; a beginner would therefore be less

troubled by ^le difficulties of Chinese idiom, and at the same time

learn words more useful to him, than he would find in most other

books. 1 would read this over two or three time pretty carefully.

2. Chang Yuen leang yew seiing lun, “Dialogues between two

friends, Chang and Yuen.” These dialogues are written in an easy

style, and contain a multitude of phrases which are in constant use

among common people. I know of none other that contains so many:

and it is chiefly on this account that I would take it up at so early

a stage in my study of the language. I would read it over carefully

two or three times with my teacher; and in the intervals of study,

have him copy it in a blank book, writing the columns at some dis-

tance from each other, perhaps no more than two on a page. I would

then sit down with my teacher and write the sound of each character

on the left side of it, and the definition on the right
;

if there were

cases in which the meaning of each character could not be expressed

by any English word, or mark of interrogation, &c., I would con-

nect two or more characters together by brackets, and write down
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the best definition I could find for them all. I would go over the

book thus prepared, sometimes with my teacher to learn to read

and to understand it as I read
;
and sometimes alone, to learn the

form of the characters, and study their exact meaning, and their

order in sentences, i. e. the syntax of the language. To learn their

ydrm the more readily, I would sometimes cover the line of Chinese

characters with a piece of paper, and looking at the sound as express-

ed on the left side of it, or the definition on the right, try to write

the characters. After a little practice, I would spare myself the

manual labor of writing them on paper, and only see whether I could

write them. If T could distinctly recollect the several strokes that

compose a character, I should consider it learned, and not take time

to write it. If 1 could not, I would uncover the character, look at it

carefully, and then cover it again, and write it two or three times. I

would proceed in this way through the whole book
;
and also com-

mit to memory, thoroughly, many of the most useful phrases it con-

tains. It might seem a slow and tedious work
;
but it would surely

be a profitable one, and if it .should occupy many a week, and month,

or even a year or more, I would comfort myself with the reflection

that I had mastered, or at least become familiar with nearly all the

most common words in the language, made a good beginning in

learning its idioms, collected many very useful phrases, and also began

to study the language in a thorough way, which would be sure to

give me a good knowledge of it, if persevered in long enough.

This last is a consideration of no small importanc^it Desultory

efforts, studying now in one w’ay and now in another, reading a part

of one book and then part of another, or even reading books through

once or twice :— this mode of study promises little to the student of

Chinese. He needs to adopt a thorough_niethod of study at first,

and make himself master of some two or three books, before he has-

tens to read others. He should continue this good habit of study by

spending a part of his time in studying other books or select parts of

books in the same thorough way for some years. But after mastering

two or three, he need not confine himself to the books he would

study thus, he may spend a part of his time in reading other books.

Those composed by foreigners would generally be found easier than

those written by natives, and it might be as well to read a few such.

3. The gospel of John, I would read carefully two or three times.

4. Also, Acts of the Apostles. And 5, the Ileang Heuen, or

“ Village Sermons.”

6. Shing Yu, or “Sacred Edict;” read nearly as the Two Friends
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above described, but passing more slightly over some parts. It is in

the st yle of conversation, and will well reward a careful and often

repeated stiidy^ and many parts of it are worth being committed to

memory.

7. Haou Kew, or “ The Fortunate Union.” This is a popular

novel, written in familiar, easy sty le, and consisting chiefly of simple .

narrative and conversation; it is at once easy to understand, and rich

in those common phrases which the student of the language should,

at this stage of his progress, be most anxious to make his own. I

would read this work, which consists of four small volumes, several

times
;
and commit to memory some select phrases and sentences.

8. San Kwo Che, or “ The Three States.” I would read some

parts of this work, and perhaps look over the whole once. As the style

is more admired by the Chinese than that of any other work, except

the immaculate books of Confucius and his early disciples, T would \

select such parts as seemed best adapted to my purpose, and make

myself quite familiar with them.

9. Santsze King, Sze Shoo, and Woo King, or “The Trimetri-

cal Classic;” “Four Books;” and “Five Classics.” These com-

pose the usual course of study pursued by Chinese students. I would

select, by a hasty perusal of the original, or by means of a transla-

tion, such parts of each of them as seemed most likely to be of use to

me, and read them repeatedly and finally commit them to memory.

At first my selection would be a very choice one, that I might not

impose too Imavy a task upon myself at once; but I would add to it

afterwards, as time would allow, and passages worth treasuring up

should be found.—Perhaps the reader may be interested to know
how fast I should expect to progress in this course of study. It

would of course depend much upon my freedom from other occupa-

tion and the vigor of my health : but on the Supposition that I could

give my time to it, as entirely as every one expecting to become able

to speak and write Chinese well, should do, I might perhaps arrive

at the sixth stage of my journey, or in other words, be ready to com-

mence the Sacred Edict, at the end of the second year
;
and at the

eighth, or The Three States, at the end of the third. One’s pro-

gress, however, would depend very much, in the latter part of the

course, upon the quantity selected to be committed to memory.

But there are several things which should be attended to before

the student of the language has read all these books, and which could

not be conveniently introduced while speaking of the best course of

reading to be pursued.
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1. After reading “The Two Friends,” 1 would write Chinese,

either translating or composing, half an hour or an hour daily.

2. 1 would take Dyer’s list of characters arranged in the order of

the frequency of use, and learn at first, three or four and afterwards

at least one daily, learn how to write it, and its composition, deriva-

tion, and most common definitions.

3. I would review what I had read, very often and carefully, and

frequently repeat what I had committed to memory. To make sure

of this, it might be expedient to review what was read the previous

day, as the first work of every motning, and review the lessons of

every week on Saturday, and for every month during its last week.

4. I would look as I might have opportunity, at all the grammars,

dictionaries, &c., that came in my way. I say look at them; for I

do not think there is, or can be, any grammar of the language worthy

of being studied, as w'e study those of western languages. But it is

well to know what has been attempted by way of preparing helps for

the acquisition of the language ;
and sometimes a useful hint may

be found in them
;
and it is therefore best to examine them, so as to

know what they contain. Pr^mare’s Notitia Linguae Sinicae is the

only work I would study. I would begin to read this, when I had

studied the language about two years, and read it carefully, marking

the more important parts, which I would review at my leisure. I

would not make the reading of this my principal study for a single

day, but rather take it up as a relaxation, and to give variety to my

mode of study.

I cannot willingly lay down my pen, without expressing my fervent

hope that we shall soon be furnished with a very valuable aid to the

acquisition of a thorough knowledge of Chinese, in the list of “ pri-

mitives,” promised by your correspondent, Mr. Lay, in the Reposito-

ry of September last. I had commenced a similar collection, but on

learning that he was engaged in that work, and perceiving that his

method of doing it was better than my own, I laid it aside, and am

waiting for a copy of his list. If this article should meet his eye, he

may be assured that more than one student of the language feels the

need of what he has promised, and is waiting anxiously for its com-

pletion. If a manuscript copy were sent to several of those who are

studying the language, they might suggest alterations, which would

make it much more perfect, and more useful when printed.

[Our Correspondent has done well in writing down his remarks and sug-

gestions, for the guidance of others, in the study of this language. This

article ought to have appeared some months ago, but having been mislaid it
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has been unintentionally delayed till now. We quite agree with Philo in re->

probating, “ desultory eforts, studying now in one way, and now in another,'

reading a part of one book, and then a part of another.” Nothing can be

worse than such a course for a beginner. In the outline plan proposed, we,

think he has marked off far too much work for any tyro ; nor should we re-

commend, as he does, the study of any books written by foreigners. We
never think of learning Latin or French by studying foreign books. Their
place should be supplied by collections of common and easy phrases and
sentences from native authors. Helps of this kind, in the shape of chres-

tomathys, or easy lessons, are much needed
;
and perhaps Philo would do

well to employ some of his leisure hours in the preparation of such. From
him and from others we shall be glad to receive other remarks on the study

of the Chinese language. By the by, wc suspect Philo will erelong change

his opinions respecting the grammar, or win fa, of the Chinese language.]

Anr. HI. Instance of revenging the death of a father by a

daughter. From the works of Luireiiow.

CoNKL'ciL’s says in the Book of Rites, “ the murderer of a father

should not be sufl’ered to live under the same lieaveiis.” The moral

e.ss'ayist, Luhehow of Fulikeen, e.\teiids this also to women
; for he

says, “regarding the man who kills a father, if there are no brothers

to avenge his death upon the muiderer, and only daughters, still he

must not be suffered to live.” He illustrates this by three or font

instances, one of which is here given. This principle of avenging

a murder by the iiearc.st of kin is like the law among the Jews, as

recorded in the 19th chapter of Deuteronomy, but without any of the

mitigating circumstances there given. Some of the tribes of North

American Indians have the same law at the present day. The cus-

tom lias fallen into disuse among the Chinese of the present age, in

consequence of the stricter e.xecuiion of the laws, thus preventing

the necessity of having recourse to private retribution.

“In the district of Yuchang in Keangse lived Tseay Seaougo,

who at eight years of age lost her mother. She afterwards married to

Twan of the district Leihyang, and with her father and husband

usually lived in the same vessel, in which they carried on a small

trade from one place to another. When she was fourteen years old,

both her father and husband were attacked and murdered by pirates;

and Seaougo herself was also wounded by them and thrown over-

board, but her life was saved by the people of another boat. She

soon after entered the convent of Meaouko, and became a nun In a
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dream, her father appeared to her and said, ‘ the man who killed

me, is—

^ •1’ 1 M ^
carriage midst monkey, door select plants'

She dreamed agaiti, and lier husband appeared to her, who said,

'the man who killed me, is—
— \-\

grain middle pass, one day husband.'

“ On awaking, she could not explain their meaning, and was conti-

nually writing and sending them abroad to find some wise enough to

solve them; but for several years, her endeavors were unavailing. At

last in the eighth year of the reign of Yuenho (a. d. 814), Le Tso, a

man of some rank, who had formerly been a district magistrate in

Keangse, anchored his barge at Keennee, and put up at theWakwan

monastery. The priests introduced this subject, and informed him fully

concerning it. As Le was leaning against the railing, writing in the

air with his finger, he suddenly ordered one of the waiting-boys in

the house to run and call Seaougo; to whom, when she came, he said,

' The man who killed your father was ^ Shin Lan
;
he who

killed your husband was ^ Shin Chun. I thus explain it. That

which is in the middle of chay is
j.-^ shin; and in the twelve hora-

ry characters, does not shin correspond to yuen or hoto, a

monkey? Pul mun below tsaou (or contracted ^j-), and put

^ keen within man, and you have the character
^||

lan. The

three characters I ho chung tsow, grain middle pass, means

passing through a field,* and thus you again have ^ shin; add one

stroke above ^ foo, and p yih below if, and you have^ chun.

Thus then- names are shown to be ^ j|^j
Shin Lan, and Eh#

Shin Chun.’ Seaougo, weeping bitterly, thanked him for the explana-

tion ;
and, secretly writing the four characters in her dress, swore to find

the two robbers in order to revenge their villainy. She accordingly

dressed herself in male apparel, and hired herself out as a servant in

the place where she before lived
;
and after a year, she came to the

city of Tsinyang, and saw there an advertisement for a servant. She

went to the house, and inquired for the master, who was no other

' The character for field pf| <ccn is similar to
tfl shin, except in the middle

rtroke which is much longer ; this is what is meant hy “passing (hrougli a field.”
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than Shin Lan
;

tliis somewliat Ptnbarrassed lier, but she betrayed no

emotion. Here she became very much beloved by Shin Lan and

all his household, taking the entire charge of the money and valua-

bles which were received and disbursed, so that there was nothing

which was not under her care. Whenever she saw the clothes and

other articles of her father, she could not refrain from secretly

weeping.

“ Now Shin Lan and Shin Chun were clansmen
;
and the latter’s

hou.se was on the north side of the river in the village of Pihshub,

and constant communication was secretly kept up between them.

One day. Shin Chun brought a large carp, with wine and delicacies

to Lan’s house, and in the evening, a large party of thieves came to

carouse and drink. After the visitors had gone, Chun, who was very

drunk, went to sleep in the inner bedroom, and Lan threw himself

down to sleep in the hall, with a sheet over his head. Seaougo

stealthily locked up Chun within his apartment; she then, with a

large knife first cut off the head of Lan, and then crying with a loud

voice alarmed the neighbors, who rushing in, auled her in securing

Chun. They also .seized the goods and money stored up in the house,

amounting to several tens of thousands; and she also secretly handed

in to government the names of their accomplices, amounting to se-

veral tens of persons, who were all arrested and executed. At the

same time, his excellency Chang, the prefect of Tsinyang, publicly

praised her for this filial act, after which she reentered the nunnery

for life
”

Art. IV. Remarks on the grammatical construction of the Chi-

nese language; particles generic and euphonic; formation of

nouns ; easy flow of expression ; in the \ise of verbs ; Sfc. By

Anglo-Sinicus.

[This article we copy from the Periodical Miscellany and Juvenile Instruc-

tor, volume I, pages 154, 181, 205, 229, and 278, where it appeared in five

Bucc(!ssive papers. In bringing it together into one article, a few slight

changes have been made, which the author will readily excuse. The second

volume of the Instructor contains some excellent philological observations on

select Chinese particles : see pages, 53, 82, 102, 126, 151, and 206.]

It has often been said that “the Chinese language has no grammar

if by this is meant that the different parts of speech arc not di^lin-
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giiished by inrteclions, as in most other languages, the observation is

so far correct; but yet all the parts of speech are capable of being

definitely expressed, either-by the use of auxiliaries, or by the position

which each occupies in the sentence: and there is a certain gram-

matical construction of sentences, to violate which is to violate the

syntax of the language. The unique feature of the language seems

to be, that the same word may often be a noun, a verb, an adverb, &.c.,

without the slightest change in the formation of that identical word :

so that a word, taken abstractedly, cannot be said to be a noun, a

verb, &,c.; but place it in a connected form, and its meaning becomes

as definite as words in any other language.

Take for instance the word che, meaning him, her, it, them, ’s

.

this is the most common character in the language. Often it comes

between two words which are evidently nouns; thus, the civil war ’s

[che] cause was this; where the position of the che determinately

fixes its meaning to the sign of the possessive case ; and if the two

nouns changed places, the ’s would exactly form the m regimine of

the Hebrew. If this particle follows a word which is manifestly a

verb, its meaning is fixed to be that of a pronoun : but whether mas-

culine, feminine, or neuter, singular or plural, must appear from the

subject-matter of discourse. These two leading ideas of the word

have some modifications, which it is not necessary here to notice par-

ticularly ; they illustrate the assertion made above, that although

many words taken abstractedly are indefinite, they become definite

by their location. The very same assertion is true of our own lan-

guage to a small extent: the word light in one position in a sentence

would be a noun, in another a verb, in another an adjective; and that

which is occasional in English is common in Chinese.

So also with respect to number : take the woids sheep, deer, scis-

sars, &.C.; considered abstractedly, they may either mean one item

or several ;
and the context is to determine which. These words in

English are exceptions to general rules; but yet when used, they

present no difficulty or hesitation in determining the number, whether

singular or plural. It may be the general subject-nvitter of discourse,

the introduction of a numeral, an article, or an adjective either sin-

gular or plural, which determines the number : still, we contend that

the number is readily ascertained
;
and that which is the exception in

English, becomes the general rule in Chinese.

Verbs admit of similar remarks. The verb to read is present,

past, or future, according to the context. 1 read the book you lent

me; it is well written; here the word read is determined to be in the
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past time, by an observation which could only have been made sub'

sequent to the act of reading. You read too fast: here the time is

either past or present. Will you read the book? this is evidently

future. In all three cases, the identical word read suffers no change.

This word, however, is an exception to a general rule, but the excep-

tion in one language may become the rule in another.

It follows then that the grammatical construction of the Chinese

language, however unique en masse, has its analogy even in the lan-

guages of Europe
;
and the difficulty of assigning to each word its

place among the parts of speech, is not so great as a stranger to the

language might suppose.

There are however in the Chinese language, hundreds and even

thousands of words which have but one specific idea : though there

may be idiomatic exceptions. Thus in our own language, we should

call the word ma7i a noun
;
and yet in the ca.se of this word, there is

an idiomatic exception
;
for we use the phrase to man a ship, where it

is used as a verb. This exception does not induce hesitatioti in de-

termining the word num to be a noun, for we may read scores of

volumes without meeting with this idiom : and it is only in this idiom

that it takes this verbal form.

Having made these preliminary observations, we proceed to notice

more particularly the mode of forming several of the parts of speech,

at least so far as bears upon our main position, viz., that although

the construction of the language is unique, it is quite definite. And

to begin with nouns. A vast multitude of nouns are made by what

we shall cM for7natives : i. e. by adjoining to the word containing

the radical idea, either (1.) particles having a certain generic sense,

(2.) or euphonic particles. Under the first head we will notice

several classes.

1. By the addition of ke, denoting (i.) The mental constitu-

tion
;

as.

angry ke denotes anger

righteous' ke denotes rectitude

brave ke denotes valor

patient ke denotes patience

77ialicious ke denotes resentment

(ii.) Celestial phenomena or appearances
;

as.

heaven ke denotes weather

casting forth bca77is ke denotes luminous appearance

2. By the aiddition of sih. (i.) Relating to the appearance or

aspect of a person or thing
;

as.
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grave sill denotes gravity

moon sih denotes phases of the moon
heaven sih denotes appearance of the heavens

countenance sih denotes personal a.spect

(ii.) F'ormative of nouns having a bad sense
;
as

weary sih denotes weariness

wine sih denotes drunkenness

fear sih denotes fright

beast sih denotes bestiality

By the addition of ^ foo, corresponding to the word man,

added to the English nouns; as.

village foo denotes village-man, or villager

wood foo denotes wood-man

hear foo denotes bearing-man or porter

ferry foo denotes ferry-man

hundred foo denotes hundred-man, or centurion

horse foo denotes horse-rnan, or hostler

kill foo denotes killing-man, or butcher

4. By the addition of chay corresponding to the syllable er

in English nouns; as.

heal chay denotes heal-er, or physician

attend chay denotes attend-er, or attendant

cast-lots chay denotes diviner

look chay denotes astronomer

pry chay denotes pry-er, or spy

By the addition of ^ tseang denoting a mechanic
;

as.

varnish tseang denotes painter

gold tseang denotes goldsmith

iron tseang denotes ironmonger

wood tseang denotes carpenter

stone tseang denotes stoneman

tin tseang denotes pewterer

brass tseang denotes brazier

tub tseang denotes cooper

The particles here particularized are by no means the whole of

such as are used as formatives of the nouns of that class described

above, but we h*ave adduced the principal of them, and sufficient to

answer our purpose. We proceed to notice the nouns made by ad-

joining euphonic particles. These particles are not to be consi-

dered as bringing with (hem any distinctive idea: but they frequently
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throw the preceding word into tlie substantive form
;

tints, the par-

ticle tsze, a child, forms such nouns as the following;

table tsze chisel tsze

spear tsze carriage tsze

arrow tsze club tsze

There arc many cases where this word, following another noun,

would have its own proper meaning
;
but there is no difficulty in

determining when it is euphonic, and when not so. Wo will only

notice one more of these particles at present, viz. urh a child
;

thus,

needle urh floor urh

drop urh deer urh

rabbit urh

It should, however, be carefully noted, that these euphonic parti-

cles abound most in the light authors, and works written in a collo-

quial style, but they are found occasionally in good classic authors.

Having noticed the formation of nouns, we ne.\t offer a few ob-

servations upon gender, number, and case. There are four ways of for-

ming gender, particularly worthy of notice; when, 1. The masculine

and feminine have each their appropriate words. 2. Particles indi-

cative of gender are prefixed. 3. Particles indicative of gender are

affixed. 4. A distinctive particle is affi.xed to one gender only.

Under theJirst division the following may be given as instances
;

hero, heroine ; king, queen ; emperor, empress
; fung-bird, hwang-

bird; ke-animal; Un-animal, Sfc.

Under the second division, particles indicative of gender are pre-

fi.xed : as 7«a/e-human-being,y’e»ia/e-human being.

Under the third division, particles indicative of gender are affixed :

as horse-siVe, horse-/« oi/ic?’.

Under \\\g fourth division, a distinctive particle is affixed to one
gender : as king, king-y«cc/i

;
emperor, emperor-i^uecM.

In the first class of genders, we readily trace the analogy between

the Chinese and our own language, and the list might be swelled to

a very considerable length. In the third class there is a slight analo-

gy to the Latin and Greek, where the radix is retained in each

gender, with the termination peculiar to that gender
; only in these

the termination makes one toord with the radix: whereas in Chinese,

the genders of the third class are made by two distinct words, in a

certain juxtaposition.

We come next to number, and we notice four ways of forming

the plural. I. By prefixing a numeral to a singular noun 2. By
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affixing plural lormativcs. fJ. By repealing the noun. 4. By ihe

scope of the passage.

1. By prefixing a numeral; thus iivvan and Ling, fwo-emperors.

2. By affixing plural formatives; thus man, man-c/ass (men); he,

hc-so/2 (they); officer, ofdcer-order (officers); Tartar, Tartar-</7‘6e

(Tartars).

3. By repeating the noun
;
thus class, class-c/«ss (classes); man,

nian-OTa« (men); house, house-house (houses).

4. By the scope of the passage; thus. In the starry night he

marched his soldier. When he was young, he used to play with the

little boy of the village. That which is most difficult to win, is the

heart of the multitude. In these expressions, it is easy to see that the

words soldier, boy, and heart, must have a plural meaning.

With respect to the cases of Chine.se nouns, wc have not much to

remark : the nominative usually precedes the verb, and the accusa-

tive follows
;
the dative and ablative are made by their appropriate

prepositions expressed or understood ; the mode of forming the gene-

tive was hinted at on a former page. The vocative, however, requires

special notice; and it may not be out of place to remark, that in our

Chinese translations of the Scriptures, the proper mode of forming

the vocative has (in our humble judgment) been too much overlook-

ed
;

.at least in the historical portions. It is quite oriental to use the

tliird person where we in the west use the second
;
and this oriental-

ism, so to speak, prevails commonly in Chinese hi.storicai and many

other books
;
thus.

Let my dear child come and pay his respects to this gentleman
;

for. My dear child, come and pay your respects to this gentleman.

Mr. C said, how does this villain dare to rail at'inc? for, Mr.

C . said, you oillian how do you dare to rail at me?

And, where is my friend going? hr, friend, where are you going?

In completing a vocative period, it is very common with Chinese

writers to introduce such words as to request, to hope, to expect Sfc.,

thus,

I request master to help me
; )

1 hope master will help me ; > for, master help me.

I expect master will help me : )

We cannot think it any breach of fidelity in translating, to substi-

tute the third person for the first and second, where the idiom of the

language requires it; to retain the western idiom frequently causes

an obscurity which the translator would wish to avoid. Nothing is

gained, much is lost by retaining it; nothing is lost, much is gained

by subaliluling the eastern idiom in its place.
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YV'e shall introduce onr remarks on Chinese verbs by an observa-

tion which is deserving of very particular notice
;

viz., in Chinese

composition, special regard is to be had to what ist-called the

shun tuh, or ensy,Jfow of expression. Herein is- the peculiar defect of

many of the books written for enlightening the Chinese mind on

the subject of Christianity
;
the natives say of them, moo shun tuh,

the language does not flow easily. Knowing this to be the charac-

teristic fault of the compositions of missionaries to the Chinese, it is

a fault which should be especially guarded^against. It seems to be

for the sake of this shun tuh, at least in a great measure, that so many

Chinese words, particularly verbs, are formed by ttco nearly synony-

mous characters in juxtaposition. We say nearly, for in Chinese, as

in other languages, the cases are rare, where two characters are

exactly synonymous. In a vast number of cases, we do not see the

necessity of these double verbs, &c., to elucidate the meaning; but

upon an- ear familiarized to the enunciation of classical Chinese com-

position, these double words fall with great propriety and harmony,

when properly used. And to neglect the use of them, or use them

improperly, betrays the author of the composition to be a barbarian.

The formation of verbs may be thus classified. I. Verbs made of

two synonymous characters.

1. Where the characters have no apparent relationship to each

other, so far as relates to the ybm of the characters; thus,

To transport-remove,

To observe-look.

To peep-look.

To look-seek.

Aft.

II

a

meaning, to change place^

meaning, to look
;

meaning, to spy

;

to see

;

To search-seek, 2^^ meaning, to search for
;

To impose upon-deceive, ^ meaning, to deceive

;

To distinguish-discriminate, ^ij meaning, to discriminate

;

2. When the characters have a radical or partial relationship,

as respects their form
;
thus.

To leap-skip, ^ meaning, to skip about; here

each character bears.the radical idea of the activity of thefoot.

To roam-wander, ^ meaning, to roam
;
here each

character sustains the inherent idea of motion from place to place.

To instruct-teach,
=jjj

meaning, to teach
; here the

radical idea is words, which are the medium of instruction.

Perhaps the distinction between this particular and the last, may

VOI„ VIU. NO, VII, 4.'>
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1)G (ieeineil rather fanciful than important
;
liowever, inasmuch as the

(listinction exists, althougii possibly by mere casualty, it appears

to deserve a passing glance: and it is capable of improvement by

those who lay stress upon the use of etymologically analogous words

when practicable, in translating the sacred Scriptures.

1}. When the same verb is doubled, making a form exactly like

the in Hebrew grammar; thus,

To look-look, meaning, to look earnestly;

To restrict-restrict,
-j;|^

meaning, to restrict absolutely.

4. When a doubled verb is doubled
;
thus,

'I'o weep-wee plament-lament, pijjj* meaning, to weep

and lament most bitterly.

II. V'erbs formed of a generic and a specific character. I. AVhen

the generic precedes: as ta to strike, imparting to the expression

the simple idea of aetioii ; thus,

ta make ; ta sleep
;

ta listen; ta measure;

ta sweej)
;

ta .send
;

ta dress; ta arrange.

2. When the generic follows: as, ehoo to halt, conveving the

idea of impediment

;

thus.

To lock chon, signifies to lock fast;

To grasp choo^ signifies to grasp firmly
;

To detain choo, signifies to keep a person where he is;

To impede choo, signifies to prevent a person going farther ;

To embrace choo, signifies to hold fast in the arms.

Kt, to arise, conveying the idea of up, ascending

;

thus.

To think ke, signifies the arising of thoughts in the mind;

To pluck ke, signifies taking something up from the ground;

To let loose ke, signifies to cause smoke to ascend by the appli-

cation of fire, or to cause noise to ascend in the air.

These examples are sufficient to show the general nature of Chinese

verbs; and they illustrate the necessity of paying marked attention

to the proper use of the generic words. Improprieties of construc-

tion excite the smile of the leader. They do that even in our own

language. Suppose a foreigner to use the expression, to listen /as/;

we may catch his meaning, but he should have said to listen atten-

tively, ox eagerly: these arc the appropriate words to be used in

connection with this particular verli. The same idea is of universal

application.
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We lay the greater stress upon this observation, because these are

precisely the improprieties into which Europeans are prone to fall,

particularly in translating. Wc want perhaps to translate the e.\pres-

sion offer sacrijice; we seek for the Chinese word to offer, and the

Chinese word for sacrijice

;

and putting them together, we are ready

to suppose that these words must needs be as good Chinese, as the

others are English. Whereas the Chinese word fo offer may mean

nothing more perliaps, than to present by an inferior to a superior

among men : and there is an appropriate word for oft’ering a sacri-

fice, which signifies to place a sacrifice in order and to accompany it

with devotion to the tlcity. We could not but smile if a Chinese,

translating one of liis own books into English should use the expres-

sion, ‘they came to the temple and placed sacrifices,’ instead o\' offer-

ed

;

and yet he w'ould be constantly liable to this kind of mistake,

without a thorough knowledge of English
;
and this is the kind of

mistake into which Christian missionaries have fallen in innumerable

instances.

We have often thouglit it w'ould be of great assistance to the Chi-

ne.se student, if a manual were published, containing a classification

of expressions, such as nouns w uh their appropriate adverbs, iS^c.

In no language probably would such a book be more useful than in

Chinese, owing to the great degree of refinement in the language

;

to the vast number of synonymes and antitheses; and to the fact

of the written language being one, hut the provincial dialects many,

all which circumstances render such a manual extremely desirable.

It is remarkable, that in native schools, the children arc taught to

learn otf two antithetic words for e\ery copy they write, which

words are usually inserted in the copy. Tints when grown up, they

have the antitlieses ready for use. We will only add here, that pro-

priety of diction and the shun tiili are the subjects which call for the

most serious attentioti, inasmuch as their contraries have bccti the

rocks upon which many a Chitiese scliolar has split.

Having described the formation of Chinese verbs; we' proceed to

notice their construction. It must however be borne in mind, that

the word itself adtnits of no change e.xpressive of voice, mood,'

tense, number, or person : but thc.se changes are efi'ected by the

use of auxiliaries and particles prefixed or affixed. Perhaps, however,

wc should not here entirely overlook the small semicircular mark,

sometimes placed ill one corner of certain characters, iiulicaling the

tone with which that character is to be read; thus yVi ^ to change.
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when distinguished by this mark as is read t, and means easy.

This mark serves in some measure as a guide to the reader; inasmuch,

if the tonal mark be in one corner, the character is read in one

sense; if in another corner, in another sense. But stillthis mark

cannot be considered as an inflection.

The various accidents of voice, mood, tense, number, and person,

have each their corresponding particles, and each assumes its pro-

per place in the order of construction. This order, in all its variety

of modifications, would be too tedious to describe minutely ; a few

brief observations will suffice for our present purpose.

Voice. The passive voice is commonly distinguished from the

active, by the adjuncts pe to receive, and shore to receive,

denoting that some object is susceptive of a certain agency

;

thus,

The villain received my sword’s cutting in twain:' for, The villain u>ns

cut in twain by my -sword.

Mood. The indicative is the simple form of the verb; the im-

pei'ative, potential, and subjunctive moods are variations of the simple

' form, made by imperative, potential, and subjunctive adjuncts. The
infinitive is often nothing more than the latter of two verbs, which by

its locality assumes this modification.

Tense. The present,! past, and future, have likewise their appro-

,
priate particles; but that' beautiful precision of time, expressed by the

<5reek inflexions, is altogether inexpressible in Chinese, without con-

siderable circumlocution.

Number and person. 'The verb with its adjunOts'is for the most

part the same in both numbers, and for each person.

Thus some idea may be formed of the large number of auxiliaries,

particles, and adjuncts, required to express what in other languages,

at least in part, is expressed by inflection. The substantive verb to

be is commonly expressed by no fewer that five different words, and

it is often very difficult to say why one should be used in preference

to another ; and yet they may not be used promiscuously. The same

may be said of personal pronouns, and many other words. It follows

therefore, that there is much perplexity in reducing the construction

of a multitude of words and phrases to any definite rules. It would

however be extremely useful if a number of the common auxiliaries

&.C., were illustrated somewhat as follows, by some forty or fifty ex-

amples each, accompanied by the character ;
they would constitute

a manual of more real use to the Chinese student, than all the rules

which could be deduced from them
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Nae ~Jfj

My master is a descendant of the house of Tsing.

Lewshing is my master’s brother.

Your father is the son of the officer Tseentang.

Tsze-king it>cts the pupil ofKaou-ming.

I know that the emperor is a very benevolent man

Tsze-king is a man remarkable for his liberality.

This is Chow-e’s scheme.

He is the father of Keaou.

The emperor is of the Han dynasty.

The emperor is the hero of the age.

Sunkwan is a very dutiful child.

This is the finest spot under heaven.

Ask him to let you have the town of Hing to be a rendesvouz.

I have a daughter whom I will give you to be your wife.

1 have promised you to Mr Heen to be his wife.

He wishes to take this for [to 6e] a name.

Rather seek him to be a son-in-law.

He cut him in [to 6c] two.

1 am not able to be your ruler.

Why do you say it is only by your strength ?

It is extremely inconvenient.

He is only requesting him to make haste.

It is just so.

The town of Hing is very dangerously circumstanced.

These sentences are selected from the same Chinese author, and

there seems to be an evident peculiarity in the use of each of these

substantive verbs, although it must be admitted that the following

deductions have their exceptions. 1. The substantive verb nae is

commonly used in affirmation, particularly with respect to descrip-

tion of persons and things. 2. The substantive verb wei is usually

preceded by another verb, which throws it into the infinitive form.

3. The substantive verb she loves adverbs, particularly adverbs of

order and of quantity.

How far these deductions might be affected by quotations from

other authors, or even by other quotations from the same author, we
are not prepared at present to say; our present object is merely to

illustrate the idea, that in a language, scarcely susceptible of general

Wei
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rules, :it least in any very great degree, a manual prepared us suggest-

ed belbre would bo of vast use to the Chinese student.

It was intended to have offered a few observations on two other

subjects connected with the grammatical construction of the lan-

guage, viz., corresponding particles and expletives, but it WcUs found

impracticable to illustrate either of these subjects without introducing

a large quantity of the native character, owing to tlie difficulty, or

rather impossibility, of transferring the ideas conveyed by these par-

ticles into another lantruajic. We must therefore content ourselves

for the present with a few gtneral remarks. These corresponding

particles arc different from the antitheses noticed in a former page.

'I’hosc are mostly opposites or relatives: these are links, connecting

sentences which have some correspondence in sense
;
which corres-

pondence may be adversative, consecutive, and sometimes nothing

more than copulative. For commonly the utmost imaginable confusion

prevails in native works with regard to stops. Often, when the reader

meets with one of these particles, he understands that it is the first

word of a new sentence; and then again after a few characters, wlien

he meets with a particle corresponding to the first, lie understands that

the pause is on the preceding character : the reader goes on, ami per-

haps meets with an expletive
;
he tlien understands that the complete

sentence ends with it. Not indeed that every sentence is tlius round-

ed off, but when these particles do occur, they serve this purpose.

Christian books are so regularly pointed, that the aid of these par-

ticles is not required for this purpose, but still they are equally

necessary to give a proper turn to the sentences; and when rightly

used they very much assist that ea.sy and harmonious cadence, for

which the Chinese language is so remarkable. In addition to which,

a native in his pemses, would probably be more guided by the parti-

cles alluded to, than by our western refined punctuation. It will

hence be readily conceived how necessary it is for the student to give

these particles very minute attention ; and here again, as before, the

student would be immensely assisted by tables, illustrating the man-

ner in which the particles are used by native authors. These cor-

responding particles remind us most forcibly of the corresponding

particles of the Greek language. They arc used very much in the

same way
;
but they are more numerous, and soinetiines less defina-

bie although conveying a peculiar idea, the loss of which would be

readily discovered by a good Chinese scholar.

With respect to the expletives, the Chinese iheinselves account it a

considerable attainment to know how lo use them aiighl Am! pio-
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hahly no cliaracters aie more misused than these, in Christian hooks.

'I'he idea has often suggested itself, while reading Christian books,

tliat the writer considered it necessary every now and then to round

ofl’a sentence with one of these expletives; and for the sake of vary-

ing his sentences, sometimes one expletive was used, and sometimes

another. The idea may be uncharitable, but possibly its justness

may appear to those who are, able to appreciate it.

It may be well to observe, that our occasional strictures on the

productions of Christian missionaries, in this paper, originate in a

desire for their improvement. Those productions have done much
good

;
they are still doing much good ; and may God grant that they

may yet accomplish a thousand-fold more. But we conceive it is

perfectly consistent with such a desire, to point out those errors into

which the writers have fallen; not for the sake of finding fault with

them, but that others may avoid them
;
just as the mariner inserts

upon his charts such shoals and rocks as he may fall in with
;
not

that he likes to see his charts pourtrayed with dangers, but where

they exist, he would have them laid down, in order that whoever

consults those charts may be careful to avoid them.

Art. V. T/ie claims, of Japan and Malaysia upon Christendom,

exhibited in notes of voyages made in 1837, from Canton, in

the ship Morrison and brig Himmaleh, under the direction of

the owners. In 2 vols. New York, 1839.

Seldom, indeed never until within a few years, have citizens of the

United States of America engaged, beyond the Ganges, in any other

enterprises than commercial. In these they have acted in character

befiting alike their early ancestry and their present geographical

position, and earned for themselves the reputation of thrifty and hono-

rable merchants. There have been exceptions doubtless
;
but as a

body they may justly claim rank with those of the most enlightened

and most favored in modern times. To have gained this equality in

China is no small attainment. For many years, this community of

foreign merchants has consisted chiefly of men— enlightened, liberal,

trenerous, honorable, in a degree not surpassed by any other in the

east. We here speak of the whole body commercial
;
and we thus
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speak because we believe it true, and because we fear, thatiiii the

condemnation of the traffic in opium, the character of this community

will not be fairly estimated. That traffic has always seemed to us

pregnant with evils;, and were it possible for us, we would persuade

all men to abandon both it and tlte use of the drug. Seeing what

we have seen, we blame ourselves for not having done more to exhibit

the evils— commercial, political, and moral— which flow from this

noxious thing. It seems to have come into the land like a scourge,

a curse; and it is now yielding its fruits— perplexity, vexation, strife,

bloody contention, &c. Nor can any man. see when or where these

things will cease. But of one thing we think there is certainty— the

foreign community resident in China will soon be free from this

traffic; interest and duty alike require it; and we anticipate that, after

existing difficulties are settled (if they are only settled as they ought

to be) the foreign community will assume an attitude and character

better than ever before. This anticipation is founded in the fact,

that there are in this community, and connected with it, men who

are ready to contribute largely for support of scientific and philan-

thropic objects. The donations for these objects, during the last few

years, have been very munificent And it was mainly and almost

entirely for purposes like these that the two voyages were undertaken,

notes of which compose the volumes now before us.

Having already given our readers copious accounts of those voya-

ges, it is unnecessary now to go into a formal review of these vol-

umes. We notice them, for the two-fold purpose— of recording our

opinion of their value, and of recommending the prosecution of other

voyages for similar purposes.

The first volume contains “ Notes of the voyage of the Morrison,

from Canton to Japan, by C. W. King,” and two maps;— one ex-

hibiting the whole of Japan, Lewchevv, Formosa, the kingdom of

Corea, and the maritime provinces of China
;
the other presents a

more extended and particular view of the principal ports visited,

namely Y^do and Kagosima. Both seem to have been carefully

executed, and to be as accurate as possible from the information ex-

tant, for access was had to the best and latest surveys. The intro-

duction to this volume comprises, in seventy-five pages, a succinct

account of the intercourse which once subsisted between western

nations and the Japanese empire, derived from the works of Charlevoix,

Ksempfer, Titsingh, Raffles, Krusenstern, &c. Then follow notes

of voyage to, and stay at, Napakiang— voyage to, and transactions

in, the bay of Y^do— voyage to, and transactions in, the bay of Ka-
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gosima—return. to China, iafereuces from the voyage— conclusion—
nautical memoranda and tables. The whole is written in an easy,

perspicuous, and animated style. A single extract, taken from the

conclusion of the book, will show well the style, spirit, and object

of the whole.

“ Abandoning, then, all reliance on repeated private movements,

how stands the case between the governments of Japan and the U.

States? It stands thus:— The former power confines its subjects to

vessels of so bad a model, that every gale must be expected to drive

many of them out to sea, where their crews must perish by shipwreck

or famine, or meet, on some savage shore, a barbarous death, unless

rescued by the interposition of European or American aid. Even if

this be their apparently happier lot, what must become of these un-

fortunate men? Their unnatural government spares not whom the

tempest has spared. They dare not return, even by stealth, to their

homes. The charity which ha.s rescued them must continue to sup-

port them, or throw them again upon the world, to suffer, perhaps,

keener and more protracted miseries. What course would the govern-

ment of the U. States have its citizens, iu this remote part of the

world, pursue in such a case ? Shall they refuse to afford all as-

sistance, or are they authorized to commend the miserable Japanese

whom they may rescue, to a place on the pension list? It is not,

however, with the harsh operation of the Japanese policy on its ship-

wrecked subjects, or with the more extensive injury it inflicts on it.s

whole people, by depriving them of the benefits of foreign intercourse,

that we are now concerned; our object being to ascertain its bearing

on the people and government of the United States. And, in this

point of view, I think it not difficult to show' its pointed injustice,

affording the strongest grounds for national remonstrance which can

be conceived to exist. The truth is this :— More than tw'o centuries

ago the usurpers of the Japanese throne found, or pretended to find,

something alarming or injurious to their dominions in the conduct

or purposes of the Spaniards and Portuguese. At that time, the

earliest of the “ Pilgrim Fathers” were struggling to acquire a foot-

ing on the edge of the American wilderness. What had they to do

with the malpractices of men of other nations in the opposite hemis-

phere? Why is the sentence of exclusion, passed upon the Spaniards

and Portuguese of 1637, entailed upon us, the descendants of those

western colonists, at the distance of two centuries. It is not true

that this entail is a measure even of impartial injustice. There may-

have been strong reasons why a mixed feudal and ecclesiastical go

46vnt.. vm. NO. vn.
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vernmeiit should resolve to root out Catholicism, and, iu order to ac-

complish this, that it should interdict intercourse with all countries

under papal domination. 'I'he long abandonment of their right to

trade hy the English, and still more their close alliance with Portugal,

may be suppo-sed to have afforded some ground for their exclusion

also from Japan. And had the Dutch been included in the sweeping

excision, posterity would have said that it was but a light sentence

on the most rapacious of eastern adventurers, and honorable, compar-

ed with the assignment of a perpetual annuity of certain people on a

limited trade, paid in prison, like a largess to an executioner, in me-

mory of services which shame would bury in oblivion. Even the late

rejection of a Russian embassy may be accounted for by a reference

to the statements of its historians; or on the ground that Japanese

jealousy would rather check than invite the advances of so powerful a

neighbor. But that the only Hag fired on in the harbors of Japan

should be that of the only nation which maintains no church establish-

ment
;
forms no offensive leagues

;
holds no foreign colonies

;
grasps

at no Asiatic territory
;
and whose citizens present themselves, for

the first time, at the gales of the capital, unarmed, and with every

pledge of peaceful, humane, and generous intentions; that the Ameri-

can flag should be so dealt with without warning; nay, after the pro-

mises of protection and under the mask of friendship; is surely partial

— a distinction that calls for acknowledgment in the name of the

country. It may be urged, in opposition to this view of the subject, that

we are unable to trace the causes of the hostile act referred to— that

the report of disturbances, of incipient revolution in the country, may

bo true— that provocations may have been offered by American wha-

lers— or that the repulses may have been the work of inferior officers,

unauthorized by the supreme government. But if the first objection

he true, it is highly important that an American officer be placed in

readiness to exert an influence over a rising dynasty before its policy

is hardened into rigidity, and while its weakness may incline it to

draw support from foreign sources. In the second case, it is surely

the duly of the proper department of the American executive to in-

quire into mal-practice.s, attended by results so serious as to degrade

the national character, and tq expose every unfortunate citizen who

may be thrown on the Japanese coasts to the fate of Golownin, w'hile

it i>erpetuates the general exclusion. If such depredations have been

committed, the aggneved government will hardly refuse to answer

such a call of inquiry when made wiih a direct view to ample repara-

tion. If the last objection prove the true one, the point of Yedo can
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as ill refuse to pass its censure on, as to disown, the late insult to the

American flag; or, which is more im|)ortant, to instruct the comman-

ders of its coast-guard to take the trouble to inquire, what our ships

come for, before it treats them as enemies, firing on them without pro-

vocation and without inquiry. I will not conceal my fears that the

easy repulse of the Morrison will tempt the officers on the coasts of

Japan to riddle every American ship which distress or any other

cause may carry within the range of their guns; for, be it remember-

ed, that the officer has only to report that he had evidence of hostile

designs, and his cruelty and falsehood are sure to be rewarded by

imperial favor, if his cupidity has not already been by plunder. If

these fears have any foundation, it is further desirable that their

grounds should be removed immediately. The people of Jaj)an are

now friendly ;
they boarded us with confidence w hen permitted, and

were pleased with their frank and kind reception. They wept when

their shipwrecked countrymen told their tale, and cried out, that the

strangers who had come to restore them were angels. But should

the canaille of Japan get a taste of American plunder, the friendly

might be outnumbered by wreckers and robbers.” pp. 171, 177.

Mr. King has only performed a bounden duty, we think, in recom-

mending strongly to the consideration of his government at Washing-

ton, the propriety of early adopting measures for opening a friendly

intercourse with Japan. We will not undertake to prove that the

course which he has suggested is the best that could be d, vised; but

that sometliing ought to be done, and that soon, to prevent the recur-

rence of hostilities, on any and all vessels that may come on her coast,

no one can deny. It i.s not right that a traveler should be repulsed,

even from the door of a stranger, ri ct arinis, ere he has come within

speaking distance, and had opportunity to make known the object of

liis visit. .And what, in this instance, would be true of an individual,

is strictly applicable to nations. Tlicrc may indeed be danger, if

measures are adopted and acted on, of running into extremes; but

ibis danger may be easily avoided. Yet so long as the ships of

the United States, and other nations, engage in the fisheries oil' the

coasts of Japan, they will ever be liable to be thrown on those shores.

Besides, it is not unlikely, as el-sewliere hinted, that “ whalers” have

already gone intentionally to those shores; and committed outrages,

tlie avenging of which so jeopardized the safety of the Morri.-<on, and

drove seven innocent men a second time into exile. Now to prevent

the recurrence of such ontrage.s, efficient measures ought speedilv to

be adopted and acted on.
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We will only add here, before laying aside this volume, that those

seven Japanese, since tlHr return, have been provided for by fo-

reigners, their fellow-passengers in the Morrison. Two of them have

gone to the United States, as common sailors, in that vessel. A third

IS now in Manila with Mrs. Gutzlaff. Another is with Mr. Gutzlaff;

and the other three are with Mr. Williams in Macao. By the aid of

two of these men, and other helps, both Mr. Gutzlaff and Mr. Wil-

liams are daily prosecuting the study of the Japanese language.

The second volume contains “ Notes made during the voyage of

the Himmaleh in the Malayan Archipelago; by G. Tradescant Lay,

naturalist in Beechey’s expedition, and now agent of the British and

Foreign Bible Society for Eastern Asia.” After an appropriate pre-

face, apparently from the pen of the writer of the first volume, the

object of the voyage and Mr. Lay’s manner of Writing are well exhi-

bited in the opening paragraph of his book. He says—
“ In laying before the public a few remarks and observations col

lected by the writer in his voyage, it is merely justice to state at the

beginning, that the plan was drawn out, and the cost of the expedi-

tion sustained, by ilie owners of the American brig Himmaleh. Its

object Was to ascertain whether any opening could be discovered for

missionary offort, to set on foot some kind of commercial understand-

ing with Borneo Proper, and at the same time gather all the informa-

tion we could of a religious, moral, and scientific nature; with the

view of calling the attention of Christians on both sides of the Atlan-

tic to this ill-used and most neglected portion of the globe. Impress-

ed with the desirableness of the attempt, the author gladly accepted

an invitation, and went on board the Himmaleh as a passenger in the

expedition, to see what opportunities might be found for distributing

the Scriptures, translating them into new and hitherto untried dia-

lects; and, in a word, of promoting the simple but comprehensive

views of the British and Foreign Bible Society. And as the same

God who devised the plan of redemption, established the laws of cre-

ation, there can be no variance between the doctrines of revelation

and the lessons of nature. Hence we thought it would prove neither

useless to ourselves, nor unacceptable to the public, if the writer

should bestow such attention upon natural researches as spirits,

health, and leisure might enable him
;
especially as several years’

experience has rendered such employment easy and familiar. The

first part of our undertaking was to do immediate good by dispensing

the word of God, and commending it to the hearts of the heathen by

deeds of Christian kindness ;
the second was, to gather up some of
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the results', and by them encourage and direct the minds ol others.

There have of late been many proofs given of a ready mind among

the disciples of Chrrst, and nothing appears to be necessary but to

show in what way this readiness can be turned to the best account.

Our voyage is over, and all the little good it was possible to do is

finished
;

and now, in order to complete the second part of our

undertaking, at the special request of the projectors of the voyage, I

am going to cull, from notes and the records of my memory, such

thoughts and pieces of information as may seem best calculated to

interest and instruct. I shall not borrow much from my predeces-

sors, and refer to little that did not come within the reach of my
own observations. Had it not been for the instance of the re.spected

partners of the house just referred to, I should not have written a

book at so early a period, for my head and my heart arc filled with

prospects of the future; and most travelers defer the pleasure of put-

ting their story in print till they return, where the charms of quiet-

ness, and the endearments of family and home, put the mind in the

best frame for securing a lucid arrangement in the detail, and a har-

monious fluency in the style and diction.” pp. 1, 3.

We ought to have mentioned, before this, that this volume contains

a map, on a moderate scale, of the whole Archipelago, extending on

the north so as to include a part of Hainan, and including Timor
with a part of New Guinea on the south and east. The map exhibits

a variety of statistics, which enhan'ce its value. Whether Mr. Lay’s

arrangement of the body of his book, into one unbroken succession of

paragraphs, is better than the common method of division into chap-

ters with a summary of the contents, we doubt
;
for ourselves we should

much prefer the latter, which makes the reading easier and facilitates

references to particular subjects. In the following paragraphs the

character and condition of the Bugis in general, and of looman among

them in particular, are, we think, well portrayed.

“ Among the Bugis, we have a people who possess a spirit of enter-

prise, activity, and a love of freedom
;

qualities, indeed, which from

the depravity of human nature, are often instruments of evil; but

which under the benign influence of the gospel, become the moral

channels through which good flows into the heart, and is from thence

spread into the life of a human being. The holy Scriptures would

supply a national basis for their literature, yield them the means of

education, and sow the seeds of eternal life wherever they met with a

true and honest heart, prepared by the grace of God to receive them.

Several thousands live near the city of Macassar
; but their home is
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on the Bay of Boiii, where a conreileracy exists, which is a curious

combination of despotism and liberty. For the hereditary sovereigns

of eiglit states form a council for exercising the functions of govern-

ment in the Union, and for the purpose of electing one of their num-

ber as president, und investing him with the executive department.

'I'hc love and reverence for a particular family appears among these

trustees of freedom
;

for the chotce of president or Asunga is limited

to a particular family. Eacli one of these counsellors appoints his

own prime-minister for the regulation of public matters in his own

particular state, where his will is law in all questions of a private

nature
;
while all that have a general and federal concernment, can-

not be transacted but by and willi the consent of the rest of his bro-

ther counsellors. Their encomiasts have decorated them with many

high moral and intellectual qualities
;
while others, upon a closer

acquaintance, have found them to l>e nothing hut a set of cowardly

knaves, who never act an honest part expect when compelled by

fear, or allured to it by the prospect of gain. But travelers often

deceive themselves, and lay up a stock of disappointment for another

day, when they look for things which never spring but under circum-

stances most favor.able for their growth. An unbounded and ever

wakeful reference to their own peculiar interest is the moving cause

that drives them to act contrary parts; but it is the native weed of

the human heart, diverted and modified, but not diminished by either

the sober seeming doctrines of Confucius, or the moral romances of

Mohammed. The purer morals of the Attic sage, when they flowed

down the silver stream of Cfrecian eloquence, might have chai nicd

this passion into a momentary forgetfulness of itself; but nothing

short of divine teaching can at first check, and ultimately extermi-

nate, this cleaving mischief and pest of all sublunary virtue and hap-

piness. It is something that we have not a lazy nation, nor one

accused of drunkenness or riot; but an active, bold, and sagacious

people, who will, I think, he not like the tiee in the desert, which

sceth not when good cometh.”

It cost the propagators of the Mohammedan faith more than a

century to bring them to embrace the faith;’ and it is a matter of

rejoicing that they did not succeed in making polygamy fashionable,

as at Borneo and other places
;
but the wDman continues to be on a

parity of condition with her husband, may be elected one of the

orang, or members of the council, and after her marriage, retains her

rights with such general allowance and rccogiiilion, that she some'

times governs her own province, while lici lord is head of another,
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without the slightest interference from that quarter. In my walks

and visits from house to house, 1 saw many intimations of iliat re-

spect and honor in which females are held among the natives of

Celebes, and did not fail to note it as an evidence that sin had not

deprived them of everything that was amiable in their character.

Besides, I never can divest my mind of the recollection of the many

great things which females, in more favored lands, have done to-

w'ards the furtherance of Bible and missionary objects; and am glad

to seize any glimpse of hope that the women in these dark and much

neglected places will prove a blessing to their husbands ai>d their

children, by being among the first to lay hold on the truth whenever

it shall be set before them. When we called upon a Bugis prince in

the kampong Waju of Macassar, we found him sitting upon the floor;

his leger spread before him and his wife close by bis side
;
who,

though her looks were youthful, seemed to be acting the parts of ac-

countant and confidential clerk, and doubtless took an equal share

of interest in all the mercantile speculations of her partner. In tl>e

South Sea islands, and in those of which we are speaking, it is cus-

tomary, when two or more persons walk together, for them to follow

each other, and if one is more honorable than the rest, he lakes the

first place; hence my servant, when he wished to know whether I

required him to go with me in any of my excursions, would say,

“Shall your servant follow?” Now, in Macassar, when I met a

company of persons of both sexes coming to town, or returning into

the country, the females always walked before, while the males fol-

lowed as a mark of respect; nor was it an uncommon occurrence to

see the females mounted on horseback, while their husbands or male

friends performed the humbler duties of groom by leading the animal.

“ One evening I fell in with a party of youths, who vvere very

desirous to obtain some of my books; but finding that none could

read, I showed some reluctance to part with them. While I was

talking with them, the mistress of a little cottage hard by, sent a

child to bid one of the number ask me for a book, which he did in a

tone that implied his respect for the individual, and his confidence

that such a request would not be denied. They all assured me, with

one voice, that she could read, of which I had some little proof
;

for

she soon discovered, rather to my surprise, that I had given her only

one half of the work, and sent in haste to beg the other; On another

occasion, whilst I was straying amongst the .shady walks of a distant

village, I met with a man who remembered the taking of Macas.sar

by the Fmglish, and who endeavored to entertain me with a desefijv
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tion of tlie several actions and skirmishes he had witnessed. When
I showed him a book in the Bugis character, his countenance seemed

full of delight and admiration
;
nor did he keep his joy to himself,

but after a glance or two called his wife to share in it, with an ini-

mitable tone of tenderness and esteem, evincing that he considered

her as the partner of all his joys, as well as of all his sorrows. He
then read aloud, for the benefit of the neighbors, who began to clus-

ter around us; but as Bugis was not his native language, he now and

then faltered, when his wife set him right; he adopted her correc-

tions with extreme complacency, and at last, when he was so bent

upon giving me two little pieces of money in requital for my books

that he would not listen to my refusal, the gentle assurances of his

companion that they must be treated as presents, went so far with

him, that all the money was soon restored to its lodging in the box

from which it had been taken.” pp. 28, 34.

No intelligent reader can carefully perure Mr. Lay’s book without

pleasure and profit. Great versatility, good taste, and erudition are dis-

played in its pages; and we sincerely hope that these qualities will be

employed in behalf of China. When Mr. Lay left this country, it was

his intention to write copiously on several topics of Chinese literature

and science; and he took along with him a large collection of native

books, to enable him to carry out this purpose. From the volume

before us, we should like to quote on several topics
;
yet two must

suffice. The first is the native governments of the Archipelago.

“ In all Malay governments, there are certain persons called man-

tri, or privy counsellors, many of whom, if not all, are so constituted

by special appointment. These are certain grave and reverend

bodies, who visit the palace towards the decline of day, and sit down

before the sultan in a thoughtful posture, as if they were musing

deeply upon some important question of state. Let us take a sample,

to show us how far we may be warranted sometimes in drawing con-

clusions from appearances only. We may conceive that the subject

of one day’s consideration is propounded in the following terms :

“ My lord, I went betimes this morning into the recess at the back

of my throne, which is occupied by the white men, where I saw this

charming piece of printed cotton as it was suspended by a cord
;

I

forthwith asked whose it was, whereupon the doctor said, ‘ it belongs

to my lord the sultan.’ I then demanded ‘who gave it to him?’

‘'fhe captain gave it to him,’ was the reply.” No question, of course,

arose out of this which might rob any counsellor of a night’s rest
;

still every one was bound to regard it as a circumstance highly

curious and interesting. And, to tell the truth, it h«d more interest
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tliiui perhaps the reader was prepared to expect
;

for he had paid a

certain sum of dollars in [rurchase of the self-same JiieCe of cloth the

last thing he did before he retired to rest, whicli was two or three

hours after midnight
;
a fact which he suppressed for the sake of

telling a story, as lie had a memory too retentive to forget a matter

that so nearly coticcrned his own interest. The freaks of a man,

however, who had done his bCst to abuse the good gifts of a natural

understanding, were chiefly confined to the palace
;

for the minister

had put a hook in his nose, and so kept him from doing the mischief

abroad which his folly or his avarice might prompt hirri to. A levee

was an amusing sight; on one hand you might sec the minister, in

person a small man, sitting with a demure countenance at a most

respectful distance, and now and then uttering some expressions in a

subdued and plaintive strain. On the other, the sultan, with a proud

stare mingled with a wild anxiety, who felt these soft Words to be

severe strictures upon his behavior, coming, too, from a man who

expected that they should not only be fell, but be considered as

cautions for regulating his conduct in future. lie resembled an ani-

mal with one foot in a trap, who would fain change his lineaSy posi-

tion with no less cost that! the loss of a limb.

“ The minister, to whom we have referred more than once, is the

chief executive officer in the state. The distinction between him

and the sultan was very concisely made by a brotlier of the latter iii

conversation with niysclf and fellow-traveler one evening. ‘The
one speaks, and the oilier acts.’ The entire control and manage-

ment of all public matters ard placed in the hands of the latter, who,

from the advantage of siich a situation, when a man of talent like

Muda Hasim, can enact his own pleasure, and so leave the sultan a

mere pompons trifle, surrounded, indeed, with the habiliments of war

and majesty, but destitute of any real power of authority. We see

a large hall of assembly, a throile, and a large gong, with a hide

stretched over the end of a hollow tree. Which hangs in a shed at the

end of a long jetty, that its deep tone may not be broken by conflict-

ing echoes, llis liege subjects are at times summoned by the sound

of tliis instrument, in conformity with the Malayan custom; when we
may suppose him seated upon his throne, in the midst of his guards,

while everything is done to impress them with a sense of his royal

magnificence. At other times his counsellors sit at his feet; the

chieftains pay frequent visits of lespect, and the orang katja, or great

men of the realm, who live at a distance, wait upon him from lime to

time. But in the midst of much real respect for hi^ person and office,
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and a thousand usages of ceremony observed with the most scrupu-

lous attention, he seems to be only free to do evil
;
he can harass any

part of his people, or put a chief to death, because his own person is

sacred
;
but for any benefit that he might wish to confer upon the

general welfare, he is solely dependent upon the wisdom and irttegrity

of his minister. Such, if we reason truly, is a kingly den'omination
;

without a free constitution and a virtuous commUnit), it may do as

much mischief as it pleases, but to do good it hath no might.” p. 172.

The last part of the book is occupied with remarks on meteorology,

music, and natural history. From the latter, we make one extract,

with which we dismiss’the volume. It relates to the Cassia alata.

“ In all the warmer climates, a collector is sure to find a species of

Cassia, should he find nothing else to requite his toils, especially if

he is traveling near the sea-shore. In South America, the Indian

Archipelago, the peninsula of Malacca, and in China, I have found

this observation true
;
and have reason to believe that it is the case in

places where I have not had the pleasure of making the inquiry of

an eye-witness. The species are generally recognized by winged

leaflets, yellow flowers with irregular stamens, and pods that have

always something peculiar and different from the rest. The fre-

quency of their occurrence is apt' to make them but lightly esteemed,

and the' botanist throws a Cassia into his box with as mtich indiffer-

ence as if it were a dock or a thistle. And yet there is not, perhaps,

a single individual belonging to the old Linnsan genus. Cassia, as

retained by Decandolle, which amounts to two hundred and eleven,

that is not possessed of some active qualities, and such as might be

servicable to man in some of the most common forms of disease.

The one before us bids fair to be of the highest importance as a

specific for 'the ringworm, a disease that spreads so much alarm in

our families and schools. Whence it is called by the French dartri-

er, or the plant that cures the dartre, or ringworm. If the pounded

leaves, when applied to the diseased parts, are efficacious in removing

such unsightly and painful disorders as the various species of porrigo,

it would be worth the gardener’s while to have the shrub ever grow-

ing in his hot-house or conservatory. The Malays call it goling-gang

,

or daim kurap, on account of its being applied to a certain class of

cutaneous disorders. At Zamboanga, they call it capurco, and say

ihat it is highly useful, when applied in a pounded form, as a remedy

for swellings in the abdomen. The governor of that place, it seems,

being one of those invalids who exhaust the apothecary’s list of reme-

dies long before they get rid of disease, was resolved to try one of the
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native medicines, which happened to be tlw; one in tjuestion
;

it was

laid upon the abdomen, and had such an effect that the sensation-

seemed to pass through him. I have not seen it tried, but imagine

that its properties are highly diuretic. When it fails in the hand of

a native, it may be owing to the fact that he overlooks the constitu-

tional irritation which kindles the malady afresh. It is a handsome

shrub, with a spike of large yellow flowers, which display themselves

at the top of the foliage. The leaves, compounded of leaflets, dispos-

ed in a winged manner, are large, and have a.peculiar neatness in

their contour. It grows very commonly in Malacca, and in most

places in the Indian Archipelago
;
and is a favorite in the gardens at

Singapore. In Mindanao it is very plentiful. Its specific name,

alata, or winged, was given to it on account of the four edges, or thin

expanded corners that decorate the pod.” pp. 383, 285.

To the Christian philanthropist, to the enterprising merchant,

and to the lover of nature, the Indian Archipelago affords an inviting

prospect, with a numerous and growing population, where the animal,

vegetable, and mineral kingdoms,teem with valuable productions. It

is probably the greatest and the richest Archipelago in the world.

Early this year a gentleman from England, in
,

a small vessel of his

own, entered that field as naturalist, foi purposes of research. Within

the last twelve months, the town of Victoria has been founded at or

near Port Essingtou. Others will rise erelong, and like Singapore

and Victoria, grow rapidly. In the meantime, as the teachers of

divine truth cultivate and improve the mental resources of the people,

a new literature will spring up rich, lovely, and,charming, like the

scenery that adorns those hills and dales, now so . seldom visited bv

civilized men. Under the influences of revealed truth— the truth

of God— with the enjoyment of freedom and protection, the improve-

ment of the islanders will surely advance. A few' pioneers, some from

Europe and some from America, have already taken their positions,

and commenced the work of instruction. Those stations, and the

numbers who occupy them, will steadily increase from year to year.

Voyages, like that which the Ilimmaleh was ‘designed to be,’ and

which in part it was, will do much good. With her, fire-arms and

opium were the only articles tabued. To the islanders, the good

people of Holland owe much
;
and next to them, the people of the U.

States .seem called on to act for the benefit of the Malays, Bugis, Da-

yaks, &c. To the native inhabitants of India the people of Great

Britain owe more than they can pay; and seeing this, they encourage

the cooperation of, all who love their fellow-men. Once, and that,
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not long ago, they iorbasle their co.iniiig. Now tliey inyite them to

come, and ajd qnd support tliein in the diffusion of knowledge and in

the prompjgation of truth. The press is frpe
;

evil, eyen in high

places, is checked
;
error and superstition are exposed

;
and millions

of the poor and ignorant rejoice in their meliorated condition. So
yye hope it will soon he throughout a|l Netherlands India.

Akt. VI. An account of the visit of the. French frigate. Artemise.

to the Sandwich Islands. By J. J. J.^iives, esq., resident at

Honolulu, Oahu.

[We copy this article from the Hawaiian Spectator, volume second, num-
ber three, for July last. We extract only that part of tlie article, as it

stands in the Spectator, which contains official documents with such remarks
of Mr. Jarves as are necessary to understand the manner in which the visit

was conducted. In regard to the statements made by Mr. J. in these remarks
concerning the official proceedings, “ it is proper to observe that they were
derived from two intelligent natives of rank, present on the occasion to

which they refer.” Will Louis I’hilippe next give Taoukwang a treaty of

commerce and amity, and demand of him a site for a chapel ? W here was
the French flag last March and April, while sundry foreigners were shut up
in Canton? Was there np Frenchinan among them? In Cochinchina and
in Tongking, during the last year or two (see page 336), have Frenchmen
suffered less than in the Sandwich Islands? The French government is

not wont to act with partiality, nor without sufficient evidence and reason

to justify its conduct. We doubt whether the cliarge pf 'perfidy, against a

certain class of individuals, is just, or can be sustained by impartial evidence.

However, the citizens of the United States have no great reason to fear that

the French government will do them intentional wrong; and we do not doubt

that, in due time, every necessary explanation will be given respecting the

late visit. The persons named as “ perfidious counsellors,” if not guilty, will

enjoy for the time being the conscious pleasure of innocence, with the full

assurance that no obloquy will blacken their characters, when the whole truth

is known to the world.]

The French frigate Artemise, capt. Laplace commander, arrived

at Oahu July 9th, commissioned to settle the difficulties existing be-

tween the government of France and the king pf the Sandwich

Islands. Tire purport of the visit is best set forth in the subjoined

manifesto, as published in the Sandwich Island Gazette, July 13th,

1839, addressed by capt. Laplace in the pame of his government to

the king of the Sandwich Islands.

“His majesty, the king of the French, having commanded me to come to

Honolulu in order to put an end, either by force or persuasion, to the ill treat-
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ment lo which tlie F^’oncli lir\ve been victims at tlie Sandwicli Islands, I lias-

ten, first, to eniplc\y tli\s last means as the most coiiformahlc to the political,

noble, and liberal system pusued by France against the powerless, hoping

thereby that I shall make the principal chiefs of these islands understand how

fatal the condpet which they pursue towards, her, will be to their interests,

and perhaps cause disasters to them and to their country, should they be

obstinate in their perseverance. Misled by perfidious counsellors, deceived

by tlie excessive indulgence \yhich the French government hti^ extended

towards them for several years, they are undoitbtedly ignorant how potent it

IS, and that in the world there is not a power which is capable of preventing

it from punishing its enemies
j
othenvise tliey would have endeavored to

merit its favor, or, not to incur its displeasure, as they have done in ill treat-

ing the French. They would have faithfully put into execution the treaties,

in place of violating them as soon as the fear disappeared, as well as the

ships of war which had caused it, whereby bad intentions had been constrain-

ed. In fine they will comprehend that to persecute the Catholic religion, to

tarnish it with the name of idolatry, and to expel, under this absurd pretext,

the French from this archipelago, was to ojfer an insult to France and to its

sovereign.

“ It is, without doubt, the formal intention of France tlrat the king of the

Sandwich Islands be powerful, independent of every foreign power which he

considers his ally
;
but she also demands that he conform to the usages of

civilized nations. Now, amongst the latter there is not even one which does

not permit in its territory the free toleration of all religions ; and yet, at the

Sandwich Islands, the French are not allowed publicly the exercise of theirs,

while Protestants enjoy therein tlie most extensive privileges
;

for these all

favors, for those the most cruel persecutions. Such a state of affairs, being

contrary to the laws of nations, insulting to those of Catholics, can no longer

continue, and I am sent to put an end to it. Consequently, I demand in the

name of my government,

‘ 1st. That the Catholic worship be declared free throughout all the domi-

nions subject to the king of the Sandwich Islands
; that the members of this

religious faith shall enjoy in them all the privileges grant^ff*fo Protestants.

‘2d. That a site for a Catholic church be given by the government at Ho-

nolulu, a port frequented by the Fi’ench, and that this church be ministered

by priests of their nation.

‘ 3d. That all Catholics imprisoned on account of religion since the last

persecutions extended to the French missionaries be immediately set at

liberty.

‘ 4th. That the king of the Sandwich Islands deposit in the hands of the

captain of I’Artemise, fhe sum of twenty thousand dollars as a guaranty

of his future conduct toward France, which sum the government will restore,

to him when it shall consider that the accompanying treaty will be faithfully

complied with.

‘ .'jth. That the treaty signed by the king of the Sandwich Islands, as well
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as ll>c smn above mentioned, be conveyed on board tlie frigate rAtteimse by

one of the principal cliiefs of the country ; and also, that the batteries of Ho-

nolulu do- salute the French Sag with twenty-one guns, vvhich will be returned

by the frigate.’

“These are the equitable conditions, at the price of which, the king of the

Sandwich Islands shall conserve friendship with France. I am induced to

hope, that, understanding better, how, necessary it is for the prosperity of his

people and the preservation of his power, he will remain in peace with the

whole world, and hasten to subscribe to them, and thus imitate the laudable

example which the queen of Tahiti has given in permitting the free toleration

of the Catholic religion in her dominions; but, if contrary to my expectation,

it should be otherwise, and the king and principal cliiefs of the Sandwich

Islands, led on by bad counsellors, refuse to sign the treaty which I present,

war will immediately commence,. and all the devastations, all the calamities,

which may be the unhappy but necessary results, will be imputed to them-

selves alone,, and they must also pay the losses which the aggrieved foreign-

ers, in these circumstances, shall have a right to reclaim.

“ The 10th July, (9th according to date here) 1839. Capt. of the French

frigate I’Artemise. (Signed) C. Laplace.”

At the same time the following official letter from captain Laplace,

also published in the Gazette, was sent to the British consul :

—

“ Monsieur, le Consul,—Having been sent by my government to put an end

to the ill-treatment, to which, under the false pretexts of Catholicity, the

French have been subjected for several years in this Archipelago, my inten-

tion is to commence hostilities the 13th July, (which is the twelfth of your

date) at 12 a. m. against the king of the Sandwich Islands, should he refuse

to accede immediately to the just condition of the treaty presented by me, the

clause of which I explain in the manifesto, of which 1 have the honor of

sending you a copy. Should this chief, contrary to my expectation, persist

in his blindness, or to express myself more plainly, to follow the advice of

interested connsellors to deceive himself,. I will be constrained in this case,

to employ the strong means of force, which 1 have at my disposition. I con-

sider it niy duty to infonn you. Monsieur le Consul, that I offer asylum and

protection on board the frigate I’Artemise to those of your compatriots, who

may apprehend danger, under these circumstances, on the part ofthe natives,

either for their persons or property.

“Receive, Monsieur le Consul, the assurance of the very distinguished

considerations of your devoted servant
;
Post captain, commanding the ship

I’Artemise.” C. Laplace.

A similar communication was sent to the American consul, with

this addition

;

“ I do not, however, include in this class, the individuals who, although

born, it is said, in the United States, make a part of the Protestant clergy of

tiie chief of this Archipelago, direct his counsels, influence his conduct, and
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are tlic true authors of the insults given by him to France. For me, they com-

pose a part of the native population, and must undergo tlie unhappy conse-

quences of a war whicli they shall have brought on this country.”

After these communications were sent ashore, the harbor was

declared in a state of blockade. A vessel was sent to Maui with

dispatches for the king, requesting his appearance
;
while Haalilio,

his secretary, remained on board the frigate as a hostage for his ar-

rival. At the request of her excellency Kekauluohi, the date for

commencing hostilities was prolonged to Monday the loth, on ac-

count of his majesty’s absence. Much excitement prevailed in the

meanwhile, both among natives and foreign residents. Reports hav-

ing been spread that bands of lawless men from among the lower

classes of the natives, were prepared to take advantage of any confu-

sion which might arise, to attack and pillage all exposed property,

the foreign residents assembled and organized themselves into a body

for mutual defense. What arms could be procured were placed in

readiness, and the Seamen’s chapel selected for a rendezvous in

case of emergrency. Owing to the vigorous measures taken by the

government to maintain order among its subjects, the town remain-

ed perfectly quiet, while every assurance was given to the residents

by the island authorities, of their good feeling and willingness to co-

operate in any reasonable plan for their protection.

His majesty not having arrived by Saturday the 13th, colonel

Kekuanaoa, acting governor of Oahu, delivered the sum demanded

on board the Artemise, also the treaty, (according to the manifes-

to,) signed by the governess, Kekauluohi, and himself, in behalf of

their sovereign. In the meantime, the French flag was saluted from

the fort by twenty-one guns, which were immediately returned. The
king arrived at 9 o’clock the next morning, and immediately landed.

At 11 o’clock, a military mass was celebrated on shore, in a straw

house belonging to the king, attended by captain Laplace, escorted

by a company of one hundred and fifty men, with fixed bayonets, and

martial music. All fears of hostilities having now subsided, the

usual courtesies were exchanged with the foreign residents, and on

Wednesday, his majesty and suite visited the Artemise, and were re-

ceived with the customary honors. On the same day the following

treaty of commerce and amity was signed between the contracting

parlies

;

“ Art. 1st. There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between the

king of the French and the king of the Sandwich Islands.

Art. 2d. The French shall be protected in an effectual manner in their
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persons and properly by the king of the Sandwich Islands, who shall also

grant them an authorization suflRcient so as to enable them juridically to pro-

secute his subjects against whom they will have just reclamations to make.

“ Art. 3d. This protection shall be extended to French ships and to their

crews and officers. In case of shipwreck* the chief and inhabitants of the

various parts of the archipelago shall assist them and protect them from

pillage. The indemnities for salvage shall be regulated, in cases of difficulty,

by arbiters selected by both parties.

“ Art. 4th. No I'Vertchmcn accused of any crime whatever shall be tried,

except by a jury composed of foreign residents, proposed by the French con-

sul, and approved of by the government of the Sandwich Islands.

“ Art. 5th. The desertion of sailors belonging to French ships shall be

strictly prevented by the local authorities, who sliall employ every disposable

jiieans to arrest deserters, and the expenses of the capture shall be paid by

the captain or owners of the aforesaid ships according to the tariff adopted

by the other nations.

“Art. 6th. French merchandises or those known to be French produce,

and particularly wines and eanx de vies (brandy), cannot be prohibited, and

shall not pay an import duty higher than 5 per cent, ad valorem.

“Art. 7th No tonnage or importation duties shall be exacted from French

merchants, unless they arc paid by the subjects of the nation the most fa-

vored in its commerce with the Sandwich Islands.

“ Art. 8th. The subjects of king Tamehameha III. shall have a right in

the French possessions to all the advantages which the French enjoy at the

iSandwich Islands, and they shall moreover be considered as belonging to the

most favored nation in their commercial relations with France.

“ Made and signed by the contracting parties the 17th July, 1839.

(Signed) Tamehameha III.

C. Laplace.”

Early in the morning of the 20tli the frigate sailed. It is perhaps

premature to hazard an opinion upon tlie final results of this visit, but

we cannot close this article without a few remarks upon the exciting

occurrences it called forth. We shall not enter into a discussion at

present upon the merits or demerits of the American missionaries in

the Catholic persecution, or in their alleged connexion with the Sand-

wich Islands’ government. That may be made the subject of future

investigation. But \Ve cannot pass over in silence the clause in capt.

Laplace’s communication to the American consul, excluding Protes-

tant American clergy from all protection in case of hostilities. We
complain not that they were refused an asylum on board a French

friaate, neither because they were missionaries, but because they were

American citizens denounced from ex parte evidence, considered as

constituting a part of the native population, and selected as the spe-

cial objects of attack, in what was officially threatened to be a war of
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extermination. As such it must meet vvitli unqualified condemnation

from all enlightened persons. The Sandwich ^lands’ missionaries are

American citizens, holding passports under the broad seal of the Uni-

tetl States, and, having such, are entitled, to the protection of their

own country, and the friendly courtesies of other governments. A
French frigate arrives at Oahu, with orders to declare war if her de-

mands are not complied with. The commander selects a number of

American citizens, scattered over the various islands, peaceably pur-

suing honorable avocations, and holding a large amount of property,

belonging to three chartered corporations in the United States, in

their hands: charges them with being the authors of the alleged insults

to France, and points them and their families out as special objects

of vengeance. He would not only let loose the horrors of a savage

war upon defenceless women and chikiren, but blacken their memory

with obloquy. * * *

Such is a brief analysis of this treaty, which was brought to the

king on Tuesday the 16th, at five, o’clock, P. M., and he was told

that if it was not signed by breakfrist time next morning, such a re-

presentation should be made to the French government, that they

would send a larger force, and take possession of the islands. The
king requested time to advise with his chiefs— but the threat was re-

peated, and. he, fearing the consequences which he was led to expect

would be the result, signed it; and in affixing his .signature to that

document, has virtually signed away his power, as a sovereign, to

regulate his own affairs. A precedent is now set for any demands,

however unjust, if there be sufficient force to back them, but we trust

that when all the circumstances of the case are made known, no

European power will sanction the like injustice. We have every rea-

son to believe that his majesty is willing to grant all privileges to

foreigners, which are consistent with the rights aud interests of his

own subjects, and how can we, as lovers of our own native lands,

condemn such a policy in him, even if it does not meet with the en-

lightened views of those whose advantages have been greater? If the

residence in their country, of the whites prove a real advantage to the

natives, the government will not be slow to perceive it, and we can

look forward, tp the establishment of such a liberal policy, as will con-

centrate the. interests of all who reside on the islands. This done, a

young and vigorous nation, amalgamated from and friendly to all

others, may grow up, with free ports, and preserving a strict neutrali-

ty, best preserve that independence of power, which the nations of

Europe profess to be anxious to conserve. To effect this, judicious

4Svoi,. vm. NO VII.
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aid and counsel must be given by this guardian alliance. A few

Such lessons as the past, will certainly show the value of civilization

tliough it may fail to convince them of its justice and impartiality.

There are men, in whom self-interest or love of country, has an all-

powerful influence in blunting their moral perceptions or to express

it in the forcible language of Dr. Channing, “The tie of country is

thought to absolve men from the obligations of universal justice and

humanity; statesmen and rulers are expected to build up their country

at the expense of others
;
and in the false patriotism of the citizen, they

have a security for any outrages, which are sanctioned by success.”

The demands, as set forth in the manifesto, were not required as

a right, but as a punishment for past offenses, and it is to the credit

of France, that it was so expressed. In the light which Louis Philip-

pe viewed the transactions, which called for such an act of power,

they were just, though a statement of all the facts, would probably

.have modified them. Toleration is due from all governments to their

subjects, and we rejoice in the event, though we deplore the means

by which it was consummated.

After a criminal has endured the punishment prescribed by laws

he is considered free, and such all supposed would be the case with

this nation. By complying with these “ equitable conditions,” “ the

king of the Sandwich Islands shall conserve the friendship of

France.” How was the friendship shown 1 By fresh demands, and

renewed threats. There was a bitter sarcasm in the inquiry, his

majesty made to captain Laplace— when he asked him “ If this was

the friendship promised 1 If he called this peace ?” The moral has

gone deep into the hearts of the chiefs, but their honors are pledged to

the fullfilment of the terms
;
and fearful will be the penalty, judging

from the past, if broken.

Art. VII. Journal of Occurrences. Battle at Chuenpe; can-

nonading at Hongkong; removal of the fleet to Tungkoo

;

manifesto from the high commissioner, governor, and It.-gover-

nor of Canton stopping the British trade', edicts, Sfc.; opium

traffic in Lombock and Siatn.

Month after month the progress of public events here has been from bad to

worse. We intended to offer our readers a few remarks, in a separate article, on

the prospect and probable consequences of—what now seems almost inevitable

—

a war between the Chinese and English. This we may do perhaps in our next
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number. Great damage lias been susfnined by both parlies, and each has on
record heavy charges against the other. Demands will be pressed, which will be

neither really granted by the one, nor abandoned by the other. And then pro-

bably will come a trial of strength. The action on the third instant was caused
in this way. . The destruction of vessels, and the seizure of persons, were
threatened. Those charged with the protection of these vessels and persons

requested the withdrawal of the threats. The request was denied; and at the

same time twenty-nine armed vessels bore down upon the two frigates. Three
junks were sunk (one being blown up.), and one was deserted. The action took
place off Chuenpe, soon after nooh on the 3d instant. On one side there was
no loss of life, norany serious'damage sustained; on the other the loss and damage
could not have been small.

A few days subsequently, a heavy cannonading was opened by the Chinese on
the vessels anchored at Hongkong; this was snbse((uenlly to their having been
ordered to Tungkoo.
Respecting the removal of the ships, a correspondence has appeared between

the superintendent and the British merchants and commanders,— the lattei' pre-

ferring the old anchorage.

A manifesto from their excellencies, commissioner Lin. governor Tang, lienl.-

governor E, and the hoppo Yu, has just appeared, dated Nov. 2l)th, declaring that

the trade with the England, from and after the 6tli of Dec., 1839, will be stopperl

for ever—excepting only two ships, viz. the Thomas Contts and Royal Saxon.
Several edicts have been made public since our last number went to press ,

two are subjoined ; the others we will endeavor to give next month.

No. 1. Lin, high imperial commissioner, viceroy of the two Keiing provinces.

&c., See., and Tang governor of the two Kwang provinces, &c., A c., hereby
conjointly issue this proclamation, that all men may know and understand.

Whereas the merchant ships belonging to the English nation which have arriv-

ed at Kwangtung in the course of the present year, have not for a long time
entered the port; this leading to the peojile of the said ships involving themselves
in very unpleasant consequences: and whereas Elliot h.as lately petitioned us,

requesting us to examine and search each individual ship to see that she has no
opium on board, and has offered to give a bond to that effect, specifying therein

each ship by name : all this is just as it ought to be. Now, in conseipience of this,

we, the said commissioner and viceroy, intend granting you a double quantum of
kindness and compassion, and will conduct ourselves towards you witli clearnes.s

and discrimination. Those ships then which feel disposed to grant the bond
according to the form and model prescribed, will immediately be permitted to

trade as usual ; it will be unnecessary to examine and search further ; but if they
decline to give such bond, then w'e must take these said ships and bring them
up to Shako (or Chuenpe), where they will be duly searched. The following is

the process to be observed in the searching. The foreign merchant, to whom
the ship and cargo belongs, must take the goods of his ship, and transfer them
entirely to a skinned (empty?) vessel (lying alongside); then a weiyiien or spe-

cially ap|)ointed officer shall take the goods that have been so transferred, and
check off and examine them one by one, as they are being repassed from the

said skinned ship to the said vessel's empty hold. If any opium be found, then
he (or \ye) shall take the smuggling criminal and put him to death, according to

law, and the whole of the said ship’s cargo shall be confiscated. If, however,
the ship have no opium, then she shall be permitted to carry on trade as before : if

the said ship wishes to proceed to Whampoa, then there is no necessity to consult

or debate further upon the subject, but if she does nol wish to go up to Whampoa,
still must she pay the same duties and port-charges as if she had gone there : and
vvhetlier the said foreigners would prefer taking charge of their owti goods (i. e.

by proceeding in person to Canton', or whether Uiey would prefer consigning
them to the hong merchants to be realized for their account, this is to be left

entirely to the option of the said foreign merchants. If the shins will not sign

the bond, neither consent to be thus examined and searched, tlien it is quite

evident that such ships have got opium on board, and in such case we shall most
assuredly not suffer them to smuggle and sell their drug, but shall limit three

days within which every one of them shall be driven forth to go bark to their
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country. If, after tlic tliree days are expired, they still continue to loiter about,
then most certainly shall we cause fire-ships to sail among them, and utterly burn
these said vessels, thus depriving them of the power to do evil ! As regards the
time and circumstance of the search above alluded to, such search and inspection
shall be conducted by officers of government in their own •person, so that upon no
account can there be any stowing away of the plunder (i. e. the forbidden drug),

in order to involve innocent persons in the net of the law (i. e. by falsely swear-
ing that they had found opium on board, when the searchers themselves had nut it

there, a practice too common in China). Then again, in the case of life and
death (the murder of Lin Weihe), we have already clearly examined, and we lay

the responsibility upon Elliot alone, that he inquire out [and deliver up] the prin-

cipal murderer
;
this affair has no connections with, or involves no other ship or person.

By our going to work in this way and drawing those clear lines of distinction, we
may be said to be even going beyond the bounds of intelligent discrimination

itself! So as regards Elliot; what great difficulty can he have in ‘distinguishing

between the good and the bad foreign merchants, that these may not be permit-

ted to involve those in the consequences of their guilt! After this all the mer-
chant vessels can come to Canton, no matter whether they have this time
signed the bond or not, or been this time searched or not, they must all alike

give a bond in dueform. As regards the form or wording of the bond, the same
has already been written out clearly and distinctly in both the foreign and Chi-

nese character, and a copy of the same has been sent to Elliot, that he in his turn

send it (to his countrymen), that they may conform thereto accordingly. Any
merchant vessel of any country whatever, for every time that she may come to

Canton to trade, shall every time grant one such bond:, if unwilling' to grant a

bond, or if the bond be not drawn out iii exact conformity with the form given,

then such ship will on no account be permitted to trade, and if she offer opposi-

tion or procrastinate and delay, then will she be assuredly burned and destroyed!

Summing up the whole then, we the imperial commissioner and viceroy, tell you
one thousand times, and ten thousand times, that the opium trade •must be cut off

for ever: every day that opium continues to come, every day shall we not rest em-
ploying our hands against you; therefore after this, do ye foreigners, take your

smuggling of opium ideas, and give them to the winds to all eternity ! If ye

dare again to scheme after this clandestine traffic, we shall most certainly put you

to death according to the new law, and what then will yodr after-repentance avail

you? And, moreover, after the issuing of these (distinct) commands, we have

got nothing further to say to you! (i. e. we shall give you no mor.e warnings.)

A special proclamation ! Taoukwang, 19lh year, 9th month, and 3d day. Bocca
Tigris, 9th October, 1839. (See Canton Register, Oct. 29th.)

No. 2. Yu, prefect of Nanheung chow, &c., &c., and Tseang, keunmin
foo at Macao, &c., officers of the celestial empire, address this communica-

tion, in consequence of an official reply received, commanding to return.

It is on record that we, in concert with the hong merchants, enjoined on

the superintendent and all the foreign merchants commands, that bonds

should be given in accordance with the prescribed form, and that they should

proceed to Whampoa to trade. It appeared afterwards, from the said liong

merchants’ representation, that tlie superintendent and the foreign merchants

were unwilling to give bonds in accordance with the prescribed form, but were

willing to request permits to proceed to Anunghoy, and submit to a removal

and thorough search of their cargoes. In conformity with these statements,

we transmitted a report, and have this moment received the following reply

thereto from the high commissioner.
“ When 1, the commissioner, upon the 20th of Sept., first issued my com-

mands, I set down in order these three things in the prior place— the sur-

render of opium, the delivering up of the murderer, and the sending home of

the empty store-ships and the depraved foreigners. In all such parts of my
commands as related to the entrance of the vessels, I stated, that if they

should act obediently in each of the three preceding particulars, it would then

not be difficult to determine the granting of favors. Let me ask now, if, at
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this inummit, these tlirce particulars liave indeed been duly arranged ! And
though it may be said that there is no opium to be surrendered, and that the

depraved foreigners and the empty store-ships are being sent home,— how is

it that the principal murderer in a most important case ofhomicide has been
set aside as not to be inquired about 1 If indeed the said foreigners were to

give the bonds in accordance with the prescribed form, it might yet be suffer-
*

ed that lime should be allowed to arrange that matter. But now, while it is

far otherwise, how shall the granting of permit.s he at once sanctioned ?

“Moreover, in my commamis of the 9th of Oct., and proclamation of the
same date, it was declared, ‘that this was a modification beyond the bounds of
rule, granted upon the present occasion, in consideration for the protracted

delay which all the vessels had suffered : that vessels heteafter arriving would
all be required to execute an obligation in accordance with the form prescribed

:

that if not according to the form, they should upon no terms whatever be ad-

mitted to trade.’ But from what the foreign merchants now declare, it seems
that hereafter also they will be equally unwilling to execute the obligation :

that their idea is to continue selling opium. To what end then will search-

ing the cargoes upon the present occasion tend 1

“ Regarding the crowding back to Macao of the foreign merchants and
their families, how can any encroaching be allowed, or indulgence shown,
while these matters are yet in confusion ? I require you immediately, in con-
cert with the commodore of Heangshan, and my deputed officer Le Suh, to

act faithfully in driving them forth, and to urge the Portuguese foreigners to

join also in pushing them out of Macao. Their stay must not be suffered.

“ The cargo ships which do not give the bonds on this occasion must yet, in

accordance with my former commands, be interrogated, whether or not they
will give the bond according to the prescribed form upon the next occasion,

and they must be required severally to give certificates. Such as will express

their willingness to give the bond may on the present occasion be allowed

to await search. If they are unwilling, on any after occasion to give the

bond, it will be better that they should on this occasion return home, and
they shall be required within three days to take their departure

;
they must

not be allowed to stay hesitating, and indulging idle expectations. To such

the keunmin foo must not presume to give permits.

“ Regarding the murderer in the case of homicide, Elliot must still, as in

my former reply, be required to send up for trial the five men detained by

him. If he continues to oppose and delay, 1 must call upon the naval com-
mander-in-chief to proceed, at the head of his war vessels and fire-ships, as

also of the land soldiery encamped at all the various points of ingress, that

they may aid in seizing the murderous foreigner, making it imperative on
them to bring him up for trial and punishment

;
and at the same time to

search for and apprehend all the traitorous Chinese in shelter and conceal-

ment on board the various ships. And when they are brought to submission,

it will then be time to consider of regulations for their search and admission

into the port. I, the commissioner, am sworn on behalf of the celestial

empire to remove utterly this root of misery, nor will I let the foreign vessels

have any offshoot left for the evil to bud forth again.”

We have also received the following reply from the governor

:

“ 1 find that Elliot, having with all the foreigners repaired to Macao, to

deliberate, the hong merchants distinctly warned and instructed them, rela-

tive to the difficulties attending the removal of the cargoes, and the injury

that must result therefrom. The whole tribe of those foreigners cannot be
entirely without men of intelligence, llow, then is it, that in consequence
of Elliot keeping them out they willingly conform to his wishes

;
and when

Daniell, as a bystander, gave them advice, they still held obstinately to their
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previous deteriuiiialion ! This proceeding of Elliot, holding all in bondage
to his single opinion, is most detestable !

“ The object of requiring the cargo ships to execute the obligation, and
proceed to Whampoa, is to cut off entirely the introduction of opium in them.
Jf they cannot give the bond in accordance with the form, then it need.s no
words to show that they arc craftily scheming to screen themselves for a sea-

son : and to this how can any approaches be suffered, by admitting them into

Whampoa to trade 1 Besides, the words, ‘ the parties immediately executed,’

iuserted in this form of bond, have reference to such foreigners as may bring

opium. If they indeed being none, and execute the obligation in the pre-

scribed form, they are then good foreigners, keepers of the law, and will as-

suredly not be causelessly involved in trouble. What loss or hurt will they

then suffer] With reference -to the removal and searching of the cargoes,

not only arc there the difficulties of transport, which may readily give rise

to injury and loss ; but also, though on the present occasion a temporary dis-

charge of cargoes be obtained, this is not by any means a good measure for

a continued course of trade.
“ Of late, from Kwanghae on the west coast, and from Pinghae and Kesih

on the east coast, reports have been forwarded of foreign vessels sailing about
or lying at anchor. It is manifest that the ships at Hongkong, in conse-

quence of the permission to trade upon their undergoing searcli, have sent

away their opium to be secretly conveyed for sale to the eastward and svest-

ward, between which proceeding and the selling it at Hongkong there is no
difference. But if, the obligation not being entered into according to the

forms prescribed, vessels simply submit to the search, not only in such case

will the parties who bring the opium be taken and executed whenever any is

found on board of these searched ships, but also, whenever it is by seizure

ascertained that opium has been put on board any boats to be sent to the

eastern or western coast of China, in quest of a market, it shall be inquired

who brought it, and in that event also the very foreigner shall be taken and
executed. It will be vain foolishly to expect indulgence or remission, on the

pretext of the vessel having previously undergone search. I require that

those considerations be severely and strictly impressed, in a clear procla-

mation.”

;
Having received these commands, and finding that there have been re-

peated orders from their excecllencies placing in succession, in the prior

place, these three things— tlie surrender of the opium, the delivering up of

the murderer, and the sending back of the empty store-ships and the dej)raved

foreigners : if, indeed, in each of these three particulars, obedience were
paid, then in regard to the cargo vessels, and the proceeding to Whampoa,
it would be possible to give consideration, and in a measure to grant fayor.s.

But at this time, the newly arrived opium has none of it been delivered, nor

has the murderous foreigner been given up, and even as regards the depraved

foreigners that are to be expelled, one of them, Stanford yet remains,— of

fhe store-ships, two, the Ruparell and the Jane, , still d^ay
, to take their

departure,— while the three reported as rotten, the Austen, Thistle and
Coral, have not yet left Hongkong, to seek for opportunity of being sold and
broken up. Thus instance npon instance is given of unwarrantable trifling

pnd delay.

That the merchant vessels, after giving the bond, should get permission to

proceed to Whampon, was ruled, with the view of preventing the introduc-

tion in tfiem of opium. It being apprehended that tlie foreigners entertained

fears and anxieties, their excellencies were graciously pleased to issue clear

and perspicuous orders, showing that, should opium be discovered, except the

taking and executing of the depraved foreigners who imported it, none others
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should be involved so that the good and the evil might be distinguished. The
commands afterwards issued, allowing search (as a substitute for the bond),

was in consequence of the superintendent’s representation, that if it were
absolutely necessary to execute obligations according to the form prescribed,

it would be requisite to wait till the arrival of letters from his sovereign before

he could comply. The high officers, feeling indulgent consideration for the

ships witli cargoes that had so long- remained at anchor on the deep sea, and
having apprehension that the cargoes might become spoiled or injured by
mold, made a modified arrangement, beyond bounds of rule, from motives
of compassion towards the foreign merchants. But it now appears that the

said superintendent’s statement,— that it is requisite to wait for letters from
his sovereign before complying,— is not to be believed. For if it be neces-
sary to wait for letters from his sovereign before giving such bonds, how
is it that the ship Thomas Coutts has already given the bond, according to

the prescribed form, and proceeded to Whampoa 1 Are not then, the ship,

master and shippers on this vessel men of your English nation ? It is plain

that with regard to this ship Thomas Coutts, the self-confidence that there

was no opium brought in her, rnade the parties upright in their principle,

strong in spirits, without fear or anxiety. And as soon as the deputed officers

had made search and found that there was no cause to detain or trouble her,

the bond was executed ;
and no sooner did she arrive than she obtained her

passport, and was at liberty to proceed to Whampoa. How direct and
speedy ! How respectable ! We imagine, that all the foreign merchants,
fully knowing that such would have been the treatment, would have found
no difficulty in paying obedience. But Elliot obstinately adhering to his own
views, has deceived and stirred up into contumacy and disobedience all th^
foreign merchants. Yet can there not be wholly wanting among all of them
as many as one or two men of intelligence : but only because the substitution

of search has been allowed, they hope to scheme clandestinely to transport,

and so effect sales of their opium, little tlunking that whenever it shall be
seized, it will be ascertained what foreigner has brought it, and such foreign,

er shall be taken and executed. How can he, on the ground that his vessel

has undergone seach, be so lucky as to escape from the net of the law ? It

is clear, that the cargo-ships, if they really are not guilty of having brought
opium, mtiy at once execute the bond in the form required, without trouble

or impediment to themselves. If guilty of bringing opium and sending it off

for sale, though they should not execute the bond, yet when it is otherwise
discovered, they will incur heavy punishment. Thus the two expressions,
‘ ship and cargo confiscated,’ and ‘the parties immediately excecuted,’ have
reference specially to depraved foreigners who introduce opium. Such as

are really good foreigners, conducting an honorable trade, why should they
be over anxious 1 As compared with the searching, which involves both
much waste of time, and also the difficulties of transportation, leading readily

to injury and loss, is it not far more speedy and convenient to give the bond
in the form required?

As regards the various matters, the arrangement of which is at present

commanded, none have yet been rightly arranged. How then can the various

foreigners crowd back to Macao ;
and what is still more improper, some have

brought back tlieir families. While we write to the commodore of Hcang-
shan, and the deputed officer, the sub-prefect, Le, that they may expel them,
we also copy the replies of their excellencies, requiring acquaintance with
them. As soon as this communication reaches the said superintendent, let him
immediately pay obedience to the matter of their excellencies’ replies, and
speedily deliver up at once the murderous foreigner, let him also send home
all of the depraved foreigners and opium store-ships. If the cargo ships will
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give the required form of bond in the same manner as Warner’s ship has
done, they shall then be permitted to proceed to Whampoa. Such as are
unwilling to give the bond and proceed to Whampoa, are required within
three days to start 'off home. All the foreigners and foreign women are
instantly to leave. In none of these particulars, let any idle expectations be
indulged, causing procrastination, and so involving seizure and investigation.

J..et the said superintendent report to us the measures he will take in obedi-

ence hereto, that we may report the same for thorough arrangement. Be
speedy ! Be speedy ! A special communication.

Taoukwang, 19th year, 9th month, 20th day. (October, 26th, 1839.)

Siam. Private letters from Bangkok informs us that inoculation there
has been greatly extended, during the last season ;

some ten thousand or

more, principally in the palace and in the families of the nobles, have
been inoculated by Dr. Bradley

;
for which his magnificent majesty,”

has been pleased to present him 240 ticals as a token of his royal regards.

From one of the letters, we quote the following on the subject of opium.
” His majesty has lately issued a new edict against the introduction and use

of opium in this kingdom, and requested the use of our press to print it. We have
printed at his expense, and according to his request, 10,000 copies. The imme-
diate cause of this new edict was the following. Three large boats or proas loaded
with opium from Singapore, armed and containing about 30 Chinamen each,
were heard to be selling it at out places on the Gulf. The Siamese hearing this

sent to take them; the smugglers fired upon the Siamese, who returned the fire,

and killed 7 men, and took one of the boats. On investigating the matter, the
king found a great number of his subjects were connected in purchasing opium.
About the same time a number of junks recently from China had full cargoes
of opium. Officers were sent into every town and village to investigate the
subject. His majesty issued his edict, in which he offered pardon to those who
had opium, on condition they would deliver it up to be burned, and threatened
death to all who should hereafter either buy or use it. For nearly two months,
bis officers have been scouring the country, and numbers have been thrown into

prison for endeavoring to secrete the drug. The king seems determined to free

the country of this drug, at all hazards. We pity the poor creatures who have
been accustomed to use it, but cannot but rejoice at the prospect of the removal
of so great an evil. His majesty, however, has permitted a very small quanti-

ty to be restored to those who cannot break off the use of it immediately, but

gives them to understand,- that when it is gone they are to have no more for

ever. Two or three shipsfrom Singapore, &c. happening to come up at the time
having, as was said, opium were obliged to secrete it and take it back. The
opium business is not yet completed ; new discoveries are daily made, and for a

number of days (>ast, it is said the burning of the precious drug has gone on at

a great rate.”

Lombock. Over the signature of the resident councillor, T. Church, Sin-

gapore 4th September, 1839, the following governmental notification has been

published for general information. A “true extract of a letter from the

chief of Silapararig to the address of the resident councillor.

“ This is to inform you, our friend the Resident councillor of Singapore

beforehand, so that he need not be startled to find the use of opium forbidden

at Silaparang (Lombock) because a deal of trouble and disturbance has been

occasioned by that article in this country. If any foreigner brings opium af-

ter the beginning of the next European year, whether by prow or ship it will

be seized, and he will be, fined double the value of the opium. We now ear-

nestly request our friend, the resident councillor, that whenever any person

shall be about to bring opium bither, whether by prow or ship, not to permit

it, decause our decree is established. Written on the 10th day of the month
of Radia-al-Akhir, on Saturday, at 3 o’clock p. m. in the year 1255 (1839.)”

(True extract.) (Signed) T. Church. Resident councillor.






